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Morgan’s True Value

Totally U Hair Designs
by Al Dorantes
If you are looking for a
place to get your locks
clipped or your tresses
trimmed then look no
further than Totally U
Hair Designs. Located at
103 East Main Street in
Waterville, New York
Owner Kimberly S. Holic
opened the salon in 1988.
She has been in her current
location for 15 years and
has been cutting hair for 37
years. Kim has seen trends
come and go.

by Al Dorantes
Located at 108 Main Street in the heart of
beautiful, downtown Waterville, New York,
F. P. Morgan’s True Value is on old fashioned
hardware store. Opened in 1930, by Frank
P. Morgan as an old fashioned hardware
store. They sold everything you might need
for various household projects. They even
sold John Deere parts during the 19301940’s. The store has seen 3 generations
of Morgan’s and in 1973, Frank’s son, Jim
Morgan, the owner at that time, took on the
True Value franchise.
Current owner, third generation Morgan,
Tom Morgan explained that they have
a great customer base that is very
understanding from the surrounding
community. He said, “Big box stores and
internet have buried a lot of small town
hardware stores. Our personal touch
OIITWYWMRXLI½KLX²;MXLEWXEJJSJXLI
experience and customer service will take
you back to a time before big box hardware
stores; a time when you had to know the
products you were selling.
Morgan’s True Value Hardware is a full
service hardware store. Whether you are
looking for paint (you can choose from
their full line of Benjamin Moore paints)
or if you are picking up the last items to
½RMWLYT]SYV±LSRI]HSPMWX²1SVKER´WJYPP]
stocked shelves have what you need. If you
need pipe cut and threaded, they do that

in-house. They have you covered in the
glass department. They cut glass and plexi
glass and will even repair windows for you.
The full service hardware dealer will deliver
items like water softener salt.
Morgan’s has been selling furniture since
the 1980’s. They offer mattresses by
Restonic, made in Buffalo, New York, and
Amish made Ort recliners made in Ohio.
-RXLIKMJXWLST]SY[MPP½RHEWIPIGXMSR
of Leanin’ Tree gift cards for almost any
occasion. They also sell a large variety of
New York State made products such as
pickles, pickled vegetables, spreads and much
more. Great for hostess gifts around the
holidays! The outdoorsy theme rolls into the
many tin signs that are available as well as
inspirational gifts.

Totally U Hair Designs
offers many services to suit
all likes.....highlights, lowlights,
cuts, makeovers, facials,
waxing, perms, up dos, down
dos, consultations, and more.
Men, women, and children
of all ages are welcome.
Kim even has toys to occupy
the little ones.
Kim explained that she
specializes in up dos, putting
up hair for weddings, proms,
semi formals, holidays, and all
occasions. She also perms
hair which she explained
seems to be making a bit
of a comeback. Kim had 6
girls in their 20’s in the past
2 weeks have ask about
perming their hair.

Tom Morgan explained that over the years
the hardware store has received some odd
requests. Most recently he was asked about
±YT¾YWLXSMPIXW²8LIGEPPGEQIMRJVSQ
Kansas last week. Frank gave them the price
quote and is waiting to hear back.

Kim said, “I love it all. I love
XSGSPSVLEMV²

That is what old fashioned customer
service and experience will get you;
satisfaction. Whether you are buying a
single nut or bolt to repair something or if
you need gallons of paint the friendly and
experienced staff at Morgan’s True Value will
help you out. For more information go to:
www.truevalue.com/morgans or call 315841-4103 

Totally U offers a full line of
Goldwell, KMS, Paul Mitchell,
Biologe and Fairy Tales. Fairy
8EPIWVITIPPMGIFPEGO¾MIW 
mosquitoes. Fairy Tales is
XLI½VWXPMRISJREXYVEPLEMV
care products proven to
help prevent head lice using

Mondays are men’s hair
day. Men who stop in
on Mondays receive a $2
discount.

Owner, stylist, Kim Holic LOVES to do color! Whether you want a subtle
touch up or a FUN VIBRANT new look, Kim is the gal for you!
organic herbs. Kim said, “I
don’t use anything here that
-HSR´XFIPMIZIMR²
Totally U Hair Designs is
open Monday, Wednesday,
and Thursday 11-9, Tuesday

11-2, Friday 11-5, and
Saturday by appointment.
For more information follow
her on Facebook: Totally - U
- Hair Designs 
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Professional Help for Pelvic Pain
-beyond Medication

How to improve
relationships

by Dr. Joe Martin, PT, DPT, OCS

6IPEXMSRWLMTWGERFVMRKSYX
XLIFIWXMRTISTPIIWTIGMEPP]
[LIRGSYTPIWWLEVIWMQMPEV
MRXIVIWXWERHKSEPW&YXIZIR
XLIQSWXWSPMHVIPEXMSRWLMTW
GERFITYXXSXLIXIWXF]
XLSWIFYQTWMRXLIVSEH
XLEXIZIV]SRIJEGIWJVSQ
XMQIXSXMQI

1ER][SQIRI\TIVMIRGITIPZMG¾SSVMREHIUYEGMIWXLEX
GERTVIWIRXEWTEMRHYVMRKWI\WI\YEPH]WJYRGXMSRYVMREV]
ERHJIGEPYVKIRG]SVMRGSRXMRIRGILMTTEMRKVSMRTEMRERH
GSRWXMTEXMSRXSREQIEJI[4IVLETWWSQIEVII\TIVMIRGMRK
TIPZMGSVKERHIWGIRXSVTVSPETWIMVVMXEFPIFS[IPW]RHVSQI
SVEFHSQMREP[EPP[IEORIWW
;LS/RI[#;LSORI[XLEXEWMKRM½GERXP]WTIGMEPM^IHZIV]
WOMPPIHGSQTSRIRXSJXLITL]WMGEPXLIVET]TVSJIWWMSRGSYPH
KMZILSTIGSYPHVIWXSVILETTMRIWWGSYPHVIHYGITEMR
GSYPHMQTVSZIXLIPMZIWSJWSQER][SQIR ERHQIRXSS
F]XLI[E] ;LSORI[#

.YWXEWQIRERH[SQIR
QYWX[SVOXSFYMPHWXVSRK
TL]WMUYIWMRXLIK]QXLI]
EPWSQYWXTYXJSVXLIJJSVX
XSWXVIRKXLIRXLIMVVIPEXMSRWLMTW4ISTPI[LSEWTMVIXS
WXVIRKXLIRGSQQYRMGEXMSR
[MXLXLIMVTEVXRIVWERH
MQTVSZIGSR¾MGXVIWSPYXMSR
GERFIRI½XJVSQERYQFIV
SJWXVEXIKMIW

8LIWIMWWYIWEVIWSQISJXLIQSWXWIRWMXMZIMWWYIWMR
XLIQIHMGEPGSQQYRMX]XSHMWGYWWERHMXVIUYMVIWEZIV]
TIVWSREPERHXVYWXMRKVIPEXMSRWLMT[MXLEGSQTEWWMSREXIERH
ORS[PIHKIEFPIXIEQSJTVSZMHIVW4VMQEV]'EVI4VSZMHIVW3&+=2)\TIVXW9VSPSKMWXW+EWXVSIRXIVSPSKMWXWERH
0MGIRWIH4L]WMGEP8LIVETMWXW[LSLEZIYRHIVKSRIEHZERGIH
XVEMRMRKMR4IPZMG*PSSVERH9VSK]RIGSPSKMGEP6ILEFMPMXEXMSR
-RXLIEFWIRGISJORS[PIHKIMRVIKEVHWXSTEXLSPSK]ERH
TEMRTISTPIJIIPLSTIPIWWERHMXLEWWYGLERIKEXMZIMQTEGX
SRQER]EWTIGXWSJXLIMVPMZIW4IPZMG¾SSVH]WJYRGXMSRWTIGMJMGEPP]GERFILIEVXFVIEOMRKHYVMRKXLIQSWXMRXMQEXIXMQIWMR
EPSZMRKVIPEXMSRWLMTSVXVSYFPMRK[LMPIWLSTTMRKSVIRNS]MRK
VIGVIEXMSREPEGXMZMXMIWSYXMRXLIGSQQYRMX]2IMXLIVSJXLIWI
WGIREVMSWRIGIWWEVMP]RIIHXSFIXLEX[E]SVWXE]XLEX[E]
4ISTPIQYWXMRUYMVIERHWIIOXSIQTS[IVXLIQWIPZIW%WO
UYIWXMSRWVIWIEVGL[LEXMWFIMRKHSRIMRFMKKIVQIXVSTSPMXEREVIEWWXE]HIXIVQMRIHXSSZIVGSQI
(V.SI1EVXMR48(483'7MWE&SEVH'IVXM½IH3VXLSTI-

HMG'PMRMGEP7TIGMEPMWXERHXLI*SYRHIVSJ7M\  3YXTEXMIRX
4L]WMGEP8LIVET]'IRXIVWXLVSYKLSYX'IRXVEP2I[=SVO,MW
4IPZMG*PSSV7TIGMEPX]4VEGXMGIMWPSGEXIH3RIMHE7XVIIX
MR2I[,EVXJSVHERH4EQIPE+MVY^^M>IKEVIPPM48MWXLI
8VIEXMRK7TIGMEPMWX(V.SIGERFIVIEGLIHF]IQEMPNSI$
JYRGXMSRFIXXIVGSQ

(SR´XI\TIGXEQMRH
VIEHIV(SRSX[EMXJSV]SYV
TEVXRIVXSWTIPPSYXLS[LI
SVWLIMWJIIPMRKSV]SYQE]
RIZIVKIXXSXLIVSSXSJE
KMZIRMWWYI=SYQYWXWXEVX
XLIGSRZIVWEXMSRFIJSVI
VIEPGLERKIGERFIKMR*MRH
EXMQI[LIR]SYEVIFSXL
VIWXIH[IPPJIHERHRSX
HMWXVEGXIHF]ER]SXLIV
VIWTSRWMFMPMXMIW%PPS[]SYV

TEVXRIVXSI\TVIWWLMWSV
LIVJIIPMRKWERHXLIRI\TPEMR
]SYVRIIHWEW[IPP
'YVXEMPGVMXMGMWQERH
FPEQMRK%GGSVHMRKXS
I\TIVXWEX8LI*EQMP] 
1EVVMEKI'SYRWIPMRK(MVIGXSV]GVMXMGM^MRKMWXLI
EHYPXZIVWMSRSJGV]MRK-X´W
EQIXLSHSJVIPMIZMRKWXVIWW
ERHWLS[MRKHMWXVIWW&YX
MR¾MGXMRKTEMRSRSXLIVW[MPP
RSXKIXXLIQXSFIRHXS
]SYV[MWLIW
/IITSYXWMHIMRXIVIWXW
ETVMSVMX]=SYVWTSYWI
FS]JVMIRHSVKMVPJVMIRHGERRSXTVSZMHIJSVEPPSJ]SYV
RIIHW)\TIGXMRKLMQSVLIV
XS½PPIZIV]VSPIGERPIEH
XSXIRWMSR,EZMRKSYXWMHI
JVMIRHWMRXIVIWXWERHEWSGMEP
RIX[SVOMWELIEPXL]MHIE
.YWXXV]XS½RHEFEPERGI
FIX[IIRXLEX[SVPHERHXLI
[SVPHMRWMHI]SYVLSQI
7TIRHUYEPMX]XMQI
XSKIXLIV%WVIPEXMSRWLMTW
IZSPZIERHNSFWGLMPHVIRERH
SXLIVMR¾YIRGIWEVIQM\IH
MRMXGERFIGLEPPIRKMRKXS
½RHXLIXMQIXSWTIRH[MXL
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Image House Productions
- Like Father like Son

Brian Ure, co-creator of Image House Productions with his son Aaron Ure, owner of the business.
by Carly Proulx
Owner of Image House
Productions Aaron Ure,
and his father co-creator
Brian Ure know, perhaps
better than the rest of us
that it takes a lot more than
downloading apps on your
computer, and knowing
[LIRXSXYVRXLI¾EWLSRXS
carry the title professional
photographer. Brian has
been snapping shots for
over 30 years, and like many
a seasoned photographer
has spent a considerable
amount of his career in a
dark room. When I asked
Brian if he missed being
undercover in darkness half
the day, he didn’t hesitate to
divulge the frustrations of
the past and all its gambles
HIZIPSTMRK½PQ±-PMOIFIMRK
SYXMRXLI½IPH&IWMHIW]SY
never knew if you got the
right shot.” Image House
Productions is a studio
on 8211 State RT 12 in
Barneveld NY. Looking to
expand their horizons and
professional opportunities
the Ure’s opened the studio
in 2007, and have since
exceeded in making good
on their intended business
expectations and creative
ventures.
I wondered how it was
for Aaron to work in a
partnership with his dad,

and the like, Brian with his
WSR&SXLLEZMRKGSR½VQIH
my suspicions Aaron replied,
±-X[SVOW%RHMX´WETPYW
being that we’re from
different generations. He
sees some things I’d never
see, and in the same light my
eyes are drawn in another
direction catching what he’s
missed.”
Approaching the 9th year
IHP studio and editing suite
has reigned a spectrum of
success for the father son
duo, and though they’ve
provided a much needed
service to the Central NY
area, their rural bound
location doesn’t hold them
FEGOJVSQ±KSMRK[LIVI
the job leads,” which just
happens to be IHP’s M.O.
IHP offers everything from
a full line of commercial
and individual photography,
graphic design, photo
restoration, image banks
to aerial photography.
And if that wasn’t already
enough to impress an
extensive array of video
productions from but not
limited to wedding videos,
documentaries, music videos,
and television commercials
are added to the repertoire
as well. The real question has
TVSZIHXSFI±[LEXHSIWR´X
IHP do?”
What I can tell you is
what IHP has done thus

far. Besides the countless
memories they’ve created
for newlyweds Brian and
Aaron have captured a
handful of worldwide
and local celebrities from
Aretha Franklin at the 2007
Syracuse Jazz fest to U.S.
representative and Utica
native Richard Hanna when
LI½VWXVERJSVIPIGXMSRMR
2008. And in 2006 when
the Stanley Theater in Utica
underwent a $20 million
expansion project the Ure’s
were there to document
the renovations and
transformation in a still of
the Stanley. They’ve as well

½PQIHXLIHSGYQIRXEV]
on CNY Conservancy of
Munson Williams Proctor
Arts Institute.
You could just go to
their website www.
imagehouseproductions.
com and see the amazing
artistry for yourself. Though
they may be impressive
professionals they’re aware
this isn’t the big market of
NYC and keep affordability
yet quality in mind. You can’t
go wrong with IHP. And in
the words of the expert
%EVSR9VI±-X´WEFSYXFIMRK
able to tell the story without
being a part of the story.”

Relationships cont.
each other and no one else. Make this a priority, as The
HelpGuide.com team, a group of seasoned mental health
professionals and writers, says time spent together is critical
for your relationship. Without quality time your ability to
communicate may begin to erode.
• Consider professional help. Seeking the advice of a
counselor, whether a licensed social worker or physiologist,
is not a sign of weakness. It just means you are willing to do
whatever you need to foster a strong relationship. A therapist may suggest strategies you never thought of, which can
be useful for growing closer and/or resolving problems.
• Laugh whenever possible. Try to put a positive spin on
anything. Jokes and laughter (not snarkiness) can diffuse
tense situations. Look to laughter as a way to bond with
your partner.
• Focus on being caring. Do nice things for your partner
without requiring anything in return. Remember what your
partner likes and begin doing those things again. 
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Mohawk Valley Center for the Arts Benefit Concert
by Lisa Lauritsen
Join the Mohawk Valley Center for
the Arts this Saturday, December 12, in
welcoming Dmitri Levkovich, renowned
classical pianist and composer. Praised
for “artistic sophistication far above the
ordinary” by Frankfurter Allgemeine
Zeitung, and the recipient of seventeen
top prizes at International Piano
Competitions; he has performed for
audiences throughout the world in
places that including Carnegie Hall,
Beijing’s National Center for the
Performing Arts, Theatre des Champs
Elysees, the Great Hall of Moscow
Conservatory, and now here in Little
Falls, at Benton Hall Academy, while
visiting his sister Yulia, an equally
passionate and talented member of
our local community. Tickets for this
event can be purchased at MVCA.
brownpapertickets.com, at the door
or at the Mohawk Valley Center for
the Arts. In typical fashion the Art
Center of Little Falls brings this event
to you at a very affordable price to
include all who are interested, in a
central location that is more intimate
than any place a performer of Dmitri’s
credentials will be found. An additional
ticket may be purchased for dinner at
Canal Side Inn with the artist.
The Art Center, under the direction
of Kevin Mihaly has been instrumental
in providing experiences like this one
among many others that make Little
Falls a great place to live and to visit.
In the course of just a few short years
Kevin and members of the board have

you believe, how you live your life. Tai
Chi and other practices help you think
more clearly and gives people a sense
of creative focus.”
The Arts Center also helped save the
local cinema when they were struggling
to convert from traditional forms to
digital, as all theaters are being forced
to change. The bigger chains had it
easier with the help of corporate
funding, but smaller theaters like Valley
'MRIQELEZIFIIRJSVGIHXS½RHQSVI
creative ways to raise necessary funds,
or buckle. As a team the two entities,
and the community, were successful
in raising 80,000 dollars to modernize
technology and beautify the facility.
Beyond the typical Hollywood releases,
I\TIVMQIRXEP½PQWQEHIF]WXYHIRXW
EXXLIPSGEPGSPPIKIERHERSRKSMRK½PQ
series of offbeat movies are regularly
enjoyed.

Dmitri Levkovich, renowned classical pianist
and composer
expanded their efforts in a unique
ways that go well beyond the gallery
and Selective Eye gift shop, to share
the gifts of art and wellness of all ages
and abilities. Outreach programs like
the ones they’ve created at the Alpine
nursing and Rehabilitation center
where residents take harmonica classes
to increase lung capacity and Tai Chi
and meditation to improve focus are
just a few. “We believe the arts are
more than the conventional arts,”
says Kevin, “that everyone’s life is a
creative process; how you think, what

There are so many reasons to
become a member of the Mohawk
Valley Center for the Arts. For one
you don’t want to miss events like
seeing Dmitri Levkovich in a small
intimate setting, when normally you’d
have to travel to a larger city and pay
exponentially more to hear him from
a seat on the roof. A membership
not only keeps you in the know but
you’ll get a discount on a full catalogue
of art lessons and wellness classes to
stimulate and improve focus. You’ll be
participating in a creative community of
people determined to live fully, wholly,
and with creativity. 

How to lower blood-sugar levels without medication
Diabetes is a disorder in which the body cannot properly
WXSVIERHYWIXLIIRIVK]JSYRHMRJSSH8SFIQSVIWTIGM½G
diabetes compromises the body’s ability to use glucose.
According to MediLexicon International, type 1 diabetes is
EREYXSMQQYRIHMWIEWIMR[LMGLXLIFSH][VSRKP]MHIRXM½IW
and then attacks pancreatic cells, which causes little to no
insulin production. Those with type 1 diabetes usually must
rely on insulin shots to remain healthy.
8]TIHMEFIXIWMRZSPZIWMRWYPMRVIWMWXERGISVMRWYJ½GMIRX
insulin production and is the more common form of diabetes. The pancreas may still produce insulin, but not enough
to meet the demands of the body. Insulin resistance occurs
in some cases because a consistent high blood-glucose level
causes cells to be overexposed to insulin and then makes
cells less responsive or immune to its
effects.
Diabetes treatment can include a combination of strategies,
including the following nondrug remedies.
• Diet: Diabetics can work with their doctors and nutritionists to come up with a diet that will be most effective. Some
advocate for eating foods that are low in carbohydrates or
ones with a low glycemic index. Others say that it is more
important to restrict caloric intake rather than sugar intake.
Work with a professional to create a healthy diet and follow it as closely as possible. Eat meals at the same time each
day so you can better regulate blood-sugar spikes and lulls.
Skipping meals may cause you to overeat later in the day,
which can throw glucose levels off-kilter.
• Exercise: Many people with type 2 diabetes are carry-

ing around extra weight.
Exercise can help them shed
pounds and maintain healthier weights.
But exercise does more
than just help you lose
weight. The Joslin Diabetes
Center says strength training
exercises are an important
component of workouts.
By maintaining lean muscle
mass, you can get rid of a
larger amount of glucose in
the bloodstream, thus helping manage diabetes in the
process. Get at least 20 to 30 minutes of moderate activity
several days per week.
7YTTPIQIRXEXMSR7SQITISTPI½RHXLEXGIVXEMRREXYVEP
ingredients can help regulate blood-sugar levels. For example, pure, organic apple cider vinegar taken over time can
help people with diabetes manage their blood-sugar levels
more effectively.
A small amount of cinnamon per day may be able to
reduce fasting glucose levels by anywhere from 18 to 29
percent, according to a study in the Journal of Agricultural
and Food Chemistry.
Always speak with a doctor before trying any home
remedies to treat diabetes or exploring any alternatives to
traditional diabetes treatments. 
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Village Florals
and Gifts

by Al Dorantes
Village Florals, located
27 Genesee Street in
New Hartford, New York,
designs beautiful, quality
arrangements, and provides
VIPMEFPI2I[,EVXJSVH¾SVEP
delivery. Whether it is a
single rose, a big bouquet,
or corporate arrangements
Village Florals should be
]SYVHIWXMREXMSRJSV¾S[IVW
or gifts.
The store began life in
New York Mills with original
owners Denis and Marilyn
Ciecko. They moved to
their current location, added
ERH¾SSVVIRSZEXIHERH
have been a New Hartford
cornerstone for 40 years.
Denis and Marilyn retired
3 years ago in April. New
owners Cyndi LaCelle
and her husband Phil took
over after having worked
for Denis and Marilyn for
20 years. Incidentally, the
majority of Village Florals
employees have been with
the shop 15 plus years.
:MPPEKI*PSVEPLEW¾SVEP
arrangements and gift
FEWOIXWXS½X]SYVRIIHW
8LIMVI\TIVX¾SVMWXWGER
also create personalized
gifts to make any occasion
extra special. Village Floral
TVSZMHIW¾S[IVHIPMZIV]
service to the following
areas New Hartford,
Cassville, Chadwicks,
Clark Mills, Clinton, Marcy,
New York Mills, Oriskany,
Utica, Washington Mills,
Westmoreland and
Whitesboro.
Another thing that Village
Florals delivers is Christmas.
9TMRXLIMVWIGSRH¾SSV
workshop, like a couple
of Santa’s elves, Cyndi and
David Briend, who has
worked at Village Floral for
30 years, create all manner
of Christmas accoutrements.
From lighted wreaths to
garlands to holiday center
pieces. Attention to detail
is paramount for Village
Florals. The right bit of
¾SGOMRKGSQFMRIW[MXLXLI
appropriate Christmas bulb
or a bit of holly to create a
decoration that is sure to
become a longtime holiday
memory.
Village Florals offers holiday
home interior decoration.
Cyndi LaCelle explained,
customers who retain them
for house decorating are
people who want a new

An eye for the extraordinary, that’s how I would describe the creations
that come out of the Village Florals and Gift s Shop. Make your holiday
magical with an arrangement for your home or for someone special on
your list.
look or a change. She
explained that the holiday
decorating season is a blur.
Everything blends from
the time Halloween rolls

around straight through to
New Years when they start
getting ready for Valentines
day.
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Their holiday home
decorating covers the inside
or outside of your house
or business. Lights, wreaths,
garlands and ornaments
in traditional red, white,
green, and gold accentuate
your house and add holiday
spirit. Whether the wreaths
and garlands are lit or unlit,
whether they are fresh
EWWSVXIHKVIIRWSVEVXM½GMEP
Village Floral can turn your
home, or business into a
virtual Christmas card.
Village Florals will come to
your home or business and
will measure for decorations.
After the scope of the
project is determined,
where, how many rooms,
how many lights, Cyndi and
her designers will create
a plan and come up with
an estimate. Budgets are
the name of the game and
Village Florals does their
best to accommodate
budgets of all sizes; from
small to large. They will use
home-owner’s decorations
or they will search out new
decorations that will have
your home or business
singing with Christmas spirit
in no time. Cyndi explained
that Village Florals tries to
shop local and buy local.
They make a concerted
effort to shop in the valley
and keep the money in the
US.
Village Florals is responsible
for decorating local
television stations, WKTV
and WUTR. Their tight
schedules are put to the
test because they must be

The shop is alive with Christmas and holiday decorations and gifts.
When you walk through the front door, you can smell the greens, you
see the beautiful colors of the season and can’t help but feel like a kid
again with the wonderment of it all!
completed on Black Friday.
Hot glue is a staple as well
EWLSPP]¾SGOMRK JEOIWRS[ 
and, of course glitter. Cyndi
LaCelle said, “Glitter; it’s
everywhere. You go to bed
with it and you wake up
with it.”
Another way Village
Florals helps to spread
holiday cheer is through
their Christmas windows.
The panes of glass are
like a portal to a holiday

wonderland. They create
new displays every year.
Cyndi LaCelle said, “People
come every year to look
at the window displays.”
They have been doing the
displays for years. This year’s
windows include; “Christmas
frustration” which features
a mannequin dealing with a
ball of tangled lights, there
MWEXVEHMXMSREP½VITPEGI
scene, and an arctic scene
complete with polar bears,
penguins, and owls. Start a
new holiday tradition, stop
by, and travel to a winter
wonderland through their
windows.
Their shop is jammed
TEGOIH[MXL¾SVEP
arrangements and gifts.
Whether you are looking
for something for mom
or grandma, a teacher, or
just a trinket to say, “I love
you,” Village Florals can
accommodate. They also
take custom orders. Their
skilled designers can take
your idea and make it a
reality.
Cyndi LaCelle explained
that the holidays bring 1415 hour work days to Village
Florals. But, like Santa’s
helpers they are dedicated
to Christmas. Village Florals
is open from 8:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m., Monday through
Friday and from 9:00 a.m. to
2:00 p.m. on Saturday. The
shop is closed on Sundays.
For more information go to:
[[[ZMPPEKI¾SVEPWRIX or call:
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The Museum Shop

-Munson William Proctor Art Institute
SJ9XMGE´WFIWXOITXWIGVIXW
-RJEGXWLIWEMHGYWXSQIVW
hesitate to tell others
[LIVIXLI]½RHXLIMVKMJX
MXIQWMRSVHIVXSTVIZIRX
SXLIVWJVSQHMWGSZIVMRKXLMW
±HMEQSRHMRXLIVSYKL²
9TSRIRXVERGIXS1;4%-
ERHNYWXXSXLIPIJXXLI
WLSTHSIWKPMXXIVPMOIEPMXXPI
KIQ[MXL[IPGSQMRKKPEWW
GEWIWHMWTPE]MRKLERHGVEJXIH
NI[IPV]SJEPPWLETIWWM^IW
ERHQEXIVMEPW8LMWMWWIX
EKEMRWXEFEGOHVSTSJXEPP
HMWTPE]WLIPZIWERHVEGOWSJ
ZMFVERXWMPO]WGEVZIW1SVI
XLERHMJJIVIRXGSRWMKRMRK
EVIEEVXMWXWHMWTPE]XLIMV
[SVOEXXLI1YWIYQ7LST
±-X´WETPEGIJSVTISTPI[LS
PMOIXS½RHXLIYRYWYEP²
7SVVIPPWEMH
7TIGM½GEPP]HYVMRKXLI
LSPMHE]WWLIWEMHWIEWSREP
MXIQWWYGLEWSVREQIRXW
8LI1YWIYQ7LSTEX
XEWXIWVYRJVSQXLIGPEWWMGXS EHZIRXGEPIRHEVWERHFS\IH
1YRWSR;MPPMEQ4VSGXSV
XLIIGPIGXMGIWTIGMEPP][LIVI RSXIGEVHWEVITSTYPEV±;I
%VX-RWXMXYXI0SGEXIHNYWX
MXGSQIWXSEVXMRWTMVIHKMJXW HSR´XKIXEPSXSJXLIQMR
FYXXLSWI[IHSKIXETTIEP
MRWMHIXLIQEMRIRXVERGI
%GGSVHMRKXS.IRRMJIV
XSTISTPIWIIOMRKSYXJYR
SR+IRIWII7XVIIXMR9XMGE 7SVVIPPEWWMWXERXVIXEMP
WXYJJ²WLIEHHIH
XLIWLSTTEGOWEHIPMKLXJYP
QEREKIVXLIWLSTMWSRI
8LI0ERHQEVOW7SGMIX]
EVVE]SJMXIQWJSVXLSWI[LS

Lisa Mumpton of Rome admires hand made scarves following a visit to the Monet to Matisse exhibit at the
Museum Shop at Munson Williams Proctor Arts Institute in Utica.
by Dyann Nashton
There is no place better
XS½RHEYRMUYIKMJXJSVXLI
TIVWSR[LSLEWIZIV]XLMRK
ERHRIIHWRSXLMRKXLER

SJ+VIEXIV9XMGE´WERRYEP
GSQQIQSVEXMZIGSPPIGXSV´W
SVREQIRXWWIPPJSV
IEGL8LMW]IEV´WSVREQIRX
HITMGXWXLI9XMGE1IQSVMEP
%YHMXSVMYQETTVSTVMEXIP]
XMQIH[MXLXLITSTYPEVMX]SJ
XLI9XMGE'SQIXWLSGOI]
XIEQ3VREQIRXWEVI
IXGLIHERH½RMWLIHMROX
KSPH8LISVREQIRXWEVI
HIWMKRIHERHQERYJEGXYVIH
MRXLI97%F]XLIWEQI
GSQTER]XLEXQEOIWXLI
SVREQIRXWJSVXLI;LMXI
,SYWI
8LIVIMWE[MHIEWWSVXQIRX
SJFSSOWGEXIVMRKXSVIEHIVW
SJEPPEKIWMRGPYHMRKGLMPHVIR
XLVSYKLSYXXLIWTEGI8LIVI
EVIEPWSXS]WERHYRYWYEP
WXSGOMRKWXYJJIVWPMOIPMXXPI
TEMRXFVYWLIWXLEXEXXEGLXS
XMR]½RKIVXMTWSVMRXIVIWXMRK
¾MTFSSOWVI¾IGXMRKXLI
IEVP]HE]WSJERMQEXMSR
7SVVIPPRSXIHXLEXZIV]
SJXIRQIVGLERHMWI[MPPXMI
MRXSLETTIRMRKWEXXLI
EVXMRWXMXYXI7LIRSXIH
that the recent Monet to
1EXMWWI8LI%KISJ*VIRGL
-QTVIWWMSRMWQI\LMFMX

TVSZMHIHERSTTSVXYRMX]XS
FVMRKMRHS^IRWSJMXIQWXLEX
WTIEOXSXLIWX]PISJEVXERH
XLIXMQITIVMSH7MQMPEVP]WLI
EHHIHWEPIWJSPPS[TSTYPEV
XVIRHWERHGYVVIRXIZIRXW
%JXIVXLI4EVMWFSQFMRKW
XLI]LEHHMJ½GYPX]OIITMRK
ER]XLMRK)MJJIP8S[IVSRXLI
WLIPZIWSJXLIWLST
7SVVIPPWEMHWXEJJ[SVOW
LEVHXSVSXEXIQIVGLERHMWI
XLVSYKLSYXXLIWXSVI
±-X´WMQTSVXERXXSOIIT
XLMRKWPSSOMRKJVIWLERH
XSFVMRKHMJJIVIRXMXIQW
XSXLIJSVIJVSRX²WLIWEMH
±IWTIGMEPP]JSVSYVVIKYPEV
GYWXSQIVW²
8LI1YWIYQ7LSTEX
1;4%-MWSTIR8YIWHE]
;IHRIWHE]8LYVWHE]ERH
7EXYVHE]JVSQEQXS
TQ*VMHE]JVSQEQXS
TQERH7YRHE]TQ
8LIFYMPHMRKMWLERHMGETTIH
EGGIWWMFPI[MXLTPIRX]SJ
TEVOMRK*VIIKMJX[VETTMRKMW
MRGPYHIH[MXLTYVGLEWIW+MJX
GEVHWEVIEZEMPEFPIJSVER]
EQSYRXSZIV
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A Room at the Inn
by Joe Parzych
My mother, Mary, migrated
to the U.S. with her parents
when she was 11. They
decided to return to Poland,
but allowed Mary to stay in
America with family friends.
Later, she married at 16 and
had a baby she named Mary.
That was in 1912. She soon
packed up the infant and
left for Poland to show her
parents her baby. All went
well. She and baby Mary
arrived safe in the mountain

hamlet of Bialka, Poland to
the delight of her family. But,
WSSR½KLXMRKFVSOISYXMR
Europe. She told her parents
that she wanted to return to
her husband in the U.S.
“Stay, stay,” her mother
said. “It’s just a little border
shooting. Soon, ‘twill be
over.”
So, my mother stayed. But
WWI began in earnest, and
dragged on and on.
“Russians coming from one
side; Germans coming from
the other. Makes me decide
to go back to America; war
or no war.”
Her parents tried to
persuade her not to attempt
the journey. Her father,
believing she and little
Mary would surely be killed,
refused to come out of the
house to bid her farewell.
She never saw her father or
her mother, ever, again.
With civilian rail travel
suspended, my mother
hitched a ride on a train
carrying Polish troops to
the front, in hope of getting
to Holland’s seaport at
Rotterdam, for a voyage
home on the Lusitania, not

knowing the Lusitanian
already rested at the
bottom of the ocean. The
soldiers treated mother
and daughter well, sharing
food and blankets. “The
soldiers, mostly young,”
she said. “Everyone wants
to hold Mary. They show
photographs of their
children at home. Such nice
boys. War is crazy, I tell you.
I never forget those nice
young men.”
Once, the train arrived at
the front, my mother hired
a man to guide them across
the Polish trenches, through
No Man’s Land, and over
to the German side. They
didn’t realize that Germans
had begun to use poison
gas, but it was enough that
they were pinned down
F]EVXMPPIV]½VI;LIRXLI
barrage let up, the guide
headed back, urging her
to follow, but she was
determined to return to the
U.S. Before he left them, the
guide cautioned my mother
not to crouch, nor to run,
but to walk upright. “Or else
you be shot, for sure.”
My mother stood as tall
as she could, trying not to

run, carrying a bundle with
each hand. Three year old
Mary clung to her skirts.
My mother expected them
to be cut down by bullets
at any moment. But the
amazed German soldiers
LIPHXLIMV½VI8LI]GSYPH
only stare in disbelief as
mother and daughter
approached their trenches.
The soldiers then helped
them cross the trenches to
German-held territory. On
the German side, buildings
were in shambles. Once,
when a column of marching
soldiers approached,
they hid in the cellar of a
bombed out house. “The
soldier’s boots make a scary
sound as they marched by,
and we watched from the
cellar.”
Once mother and daughter
arrived on foot at a railroad
station, they rode on a
German troop train taking
wounded soldiers away
from battle. “German
soldiers treat us as good as
Polish soldiers; they show
pictures of their family, too.
They are just as kind as
Polish soldiers. Poor fellas’
½KLXMRKERHOMPPMRKIEGL

EDITOR

other...” she shook her head when telling
us the stories of when she was young and
foolish, but full of determination.
A wounded soldier on the train spoke
English. He also had been caught in Europe
by the war on a visit to his parents. He’d
left his wife and children behind in New
=SVO'MX],IWEMHLILEHRSHIWMVIXS½KLX
But, since he was still a German citizen, the
German government drafted him into their
Army. The German gave my mother his
wife’s New York
address, asking
her to let his wife
know that he was
alive and well. My
mother lost the
address and always
regretted that she
wasn’t able to
notify the wounded
soldier’s wife that
he was safe.
My mother
continued by train
to the port of
Rotterdam, only
XS½RHGMZMPMER
travel had ended
on the high seas.
Undaunted, she
bribed a Dutch
sailor to stow
them away aboard
the *Niew Amsterdam, a freighter bound
for New York. Far out to sea, they were
discovered. The Silvio Conte Archives in
4MXXW½IPH1%LEZIQMGVS½PQSJXLIWLMT´W
manifest showing that the Ship’s Master
charged my mother $8 for ship fare, leaving
her a remaining $12. Mary had sailed across
the Atlantic for free.
The ship did not stop at Ellis Island, since
it was a freight vessel. The Dutch sailor hid
them from New York customs inspectors.
Mother and daughter slipped off the ship
that night, but were spotted by a reporter.
My mother told the reporter all about her
perilous journey. He said, “Wait right here.
I’m going to get a photographer. This is a
great story.”
As soon as he turned the corner, my
mother rushed to the train station where
she bought tickets to Housatonic. By the
time she got home, she had only one
dollar remaining of the emergency money
that her husband had given her in a little
pouch to pin inside her corset when she
had set off for Poland. No one answered
the door when she got to their apartment.
The landlady answered her door, but
immediately slammed it shut, screaming
“Ghost, ghost!” Everyone had read of the
enormous casualties of the war, and had
given up mother and daughter for dead. It
turned out that her husband was at a tavern
drowning his sorrows. When a messenger
told him his wife and daughter were home,
the husband became outraged that anyone
could play such a dirty trick on a grieving
husband and father. When the tavern closed
and the husband came home, there was a
joyful re-union.
Within a year after my mother rejoined her
husband, the happy couple had a son, John.
But their happiness was short lived. Her
LYWFERHFIGEQIWMGO[MXLXLIJEWXEGXMRK¾Y
while working as a volunteer administering
to those stricken during the Great Flu
Pandemic of 1918. Within three days of
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falling ill, he was dead. My mother was left
with two young children, and pregnant with
a third. There was no Welfare, no Social
Security, or even a family member to help
her. Jobs were scarce, and the country was
sliding into recession. The words of the song,
±=SYTMGOIHE½RIXMQIXSPIEZIQI²½XXLI
situation, rather well.
My mother was lucky. She landed a job as a
seamstress sewing bedspreads at Monument
Mills despite her advanced pregnancy. Five
year old Mary took
care of three year
old John, at home. A
neighborhood child
molester began trying
to befriend Mary while
she was home alone
with her brother. The
QSPIWXIVXIVVM½IH
Mary, as he persistently
coaxed her to open
the door to let him in.
The kitchen coal
stove heated the
apartment. One day,
XLI½VIMRXLIWXSZI
died down. The house
grew cold. Mary
poured kerosene on
the live coals to revive
XLI½VI8LIWXSZI
exploded. Stove lids
¾I[XSXLIGIMPMRK
Flames and soot scorched Mary’s face,
black. After the stove explosion, my mother
became beside herself with worry. She was
becoming more and more desperate. She
sold her remaining furniture, piece by piece,
to help meet expenses. Her baby’s due
date loomed near, and she fretted that she
could not afford a doctor. Some women in
Connecticut, whom she hardly knew, took
her in and assisted with a home delivery.
Baby Elizabeth arrived the week before
Christmas on December 20th, 1918.
When my mother returned to her
apartment, there was very little furniture left
to sell. She’d lost her job at Monument Mills
and was nearly penniless. The child molester
still lurked. The future looked increasingly
bleak. She became frantic with desperation,
not knowing where to turn.
Then, someone told her about the
McDonalds, at the Macano Inn, needing
a cook. My mother went to the inn and
applied for the job. She told the McDonalds
that she could cook, but admitted she’d
soon be homeless. The compassionate
couple not only hired her, but included
QIEPWERHEVSSQSRXLIXLMVH¾SSV[LIVI
she could live with her children. Mary, now
six, resumed her job as caretaker. She heated
the baby’s bottle on a hot plate, fed and
changed the baby, and watched over her
four year brother, John, while her mother
worked in the kitchen, below.
Located near a highway and a railroad
station, the Macano Inn was a gathering
place. It bustled with activity, especially when
a train arrived. At the train’s departure,
the inn grew quieter. During those lulls, my
QSXLIVVERYTXLIXLVII¾MKLXWSJWXEMVWXS
XLIXLMVH¾SSVXSGLIGOSRXLIGLMPHVIRERH
to bring them food.
Sometime after they moved in, the
McDonald’s son married an attractive lady.
It wasn’t long before his lovely bride ran off
with a traveling salesman who had stopped

at the Inn. The heartbroken groom took
pity on my mother living in the cramped
UYEVXIVWSJXLIXMR]XLMVH¾SSVVSSQ
with her three children. He gave her all of
his beautiful new household furnishings,
including a Tiffany lamp and a beautiful
rug that she said looked as green as grass
whenever she swept it. My mother never
forgot his kindness in making possible a
move to an apartment of her own.
She was rehired at her old job at
Monument Mills. The landlady of the
apartment house agreed to watch the
children. But, the woman had a drinking
problem, and let neighborhood kids take
baby Bessie for a ride in her carriage. The
kids left the carriage unattended. It rolled
down a hill to the edge of the Housatonic
River and toppled over. Baby Bessie was
thrown out and rolled to the very brink
of the river bank. Not long after that, my
mother had a premonition at work, that
something terrible was about to happen.
She jumped up from her sewing machine
and ran home as fast as she could run.
She spotted two year old Johnny sitting
on a railroad track playing with the stones
between the ties. With the whistle shrieking,
an approaching train was bearing down on
him. She ran to save him but, her knees
buckled, and down she went. On her hands
and knees, she scrambled to snatch Johnny
out of the path of disaster, just seconds
before the train went thundering by. She
could do nothing but hold her son for a long
time before she was able to go on.
%JI[HE]WPEXIVWLIGEQILSQIXS½RH
1EV]GSZIVIH[MXLFPSSHLIVJSVI½RKIV
bandaged with a dirty rag. When my mother

unwrapped the bandage, half of Mary’s
½RKIV[EWKSRI&PSSH[SYPHRSXWXST
¾S[MRKJVSQXLIWIZIVIHWXYQT
±;LEXLETTIRIHXS]SYV½RKIV#²
“The landlady threw it in the river, so you
wouldn’t know it was gone,” Mary told her
mother. “I wasn’t supposed to tell, but her
son had me hold a stick of wood so he
GSYPHWTPMXMX&YXLIGLSTTIHQ]½RKIVSJJ
instead.”
My mother rushed Mary to a doctor to
keep her from bleeding to death. The doctor
WEMHLIGSYPHVIEXXEGLXLI½RKIVFYXMX[EW
at the bottom of the Housatonic River.
It was not long after, that someone got
my mother a blind date with a widower,
who also had three children. He proposed
QEVVMEKISRXLI½VWXHEXI7LIEGGITXIH
FIJSVILI½RMWLIHEWOMRK-X[EWEQEVVMEKI
of desperation for both of them. They had 7
more children. My mother’s name was Mary
and his was Joseph. When I was born, it’s a
wonder they didn’t name me Jesus.
When Mary was 86 and Elizabeth was 80,
I drove them to Housatonic for lunch at the
Macano Inn. It had not changed much over
the years, except for the closing of the third
¾SSV9RJSVXYREXIP]XLIMRR´WTVIWIRXS[RIVW
were permanently closing the inn, that very
day. Upon hearing the story of my mother
½RHMRKEVSSQEXXLIMRRSR'LVMWXQEWIZI
the owners put together a lunch for my
two sisters and me. Looking around at the
interior of the inn as we ate, Mary shook her
head slowly from side to side and remarked,
“This place was much, much bigger when we
lived here.” 
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The Tree

- a blessing to mourning family
by Anthony Bagnick
Mary was having a rough
time, especially now during
the Christmas season.
Last July on a Friday her
husband Bill was coming
home from work when
a truck plowed head on
into his car. She managed
to cope with his funeral,
but the emptiness of living
without her husband pained
her constantly. With three
children to raise, and now
during the Christmas season,
it was a struggle to cope
with everything. How she
wished Bill were still here
with her.
She told her children that
they will not put up their
EVXM½GMEPXVIIXLMW]IEV8LI
three kids were dismayed,
FYXXLI]YRHIVWXSSH8LI]
knew their mom was
KVMIZMRKERHLYVXMRK8LI]
lost their daddy too and
missed him dearly, but the
resilience of youth within
them sparked their young
bodies to face the future
[MXLSYXXLIMVHEH8LI]
didn’t protest, but they
quietly wished their mom
would let them have a tree,
a real tree at that, not that
EVXM½GMEPXVII
On the evening of the
X[IRX]½VWXSJ(IGIQFIV
before it became dark, Mark,

her oldest child, all of ten
plus, bright and with many
of his dad’s good ways, was
outside doing some chores
when he came running
indoors and said, “Mom look
SYXEGVSWWXLIVSEH8LIVI
is a Christmas tree in the
ditch. It must have fallen off
someone’s car. Mom, please,
can we take it?”
Mom answered, “No, I said
we aren’t going to have a
tree this year and besides,
someone lost it. It doesn’t
belong to us. I am sure they
will look for it tonight or
tomorrow and take it.”
Anne, her eight year old
daughter and Lila, her four
year tyke kept peeking
out the window at that
tree, wishing it were theirs.
Secretly they wished
nobody would take the tree.
8LI][ERXIHXSGPEMQMX
Mark too, took an occasional
glance as he tried to think of
a way to convince his mom
to let them have the tree.
On Saturday morning,
the twenty-second, a wet
WRS[FIKERXSJEPP8LI
snowplow made several
passes on their rural road,
throwing slush and cinders
over the tree still lying in the
HMXGL8LIXLVIIGLMPHVIR
especially the two girls,
kept a constant vigil on that
forlorn tree. Anne said,

±8LEXXVIIJIIPWWSWEHERH
lonely, and it is getting so
dirty. Nobody wants it.”
,IVQSXLIVWEMH±(EYKLXIV
it is just a tree. It was cut
from the stump a few days
ago and it doesn’t have
feelings. I am sure the
owner will pick it up soon.”
Little Lila spoke up, “Yes
MXHSIWLEZIJIIPMRKW8VIIW
have feelings like everyone
does. I know it does. It is
lonely and it feels cold out
there. I think daddy wants
us to take the tree.”
Mark just sat thinking--How can I persuade mom
to say it is ok for us to take
the tree. Anne spoke again,
±8LEXTSSVXVIIMWXEOMRKE
beating from all that slush. I
wish we could make a home
for it.” She said it just loud
enough for her mom to
hear.
Mom had already stepped
into the kitchen to get
supper ready for her tribe.
She heard every word
Anne spoke. She was doing
some serious thinking as she
prepared this evening meal.
She was hurting terribly
from the loss of her husband
but she also knew she must
go on. Her three wonderful
children deserve a good
Christmas. Her husband Bill
would want that; he loved
his children so. She thought
of last Christmas when Bill
went overboard on buying
gifts for his three kids. She
smiled as she remembered
the startling remark
he made to her when
they were shopping last
Christmas. He said, “Honey,
I spent so much on the kids
I don’t have any money left
to get you a gift, but--- you
always have me.”
8LI]QEHIWQEPPXEPOEW
they ate. A few times, Lila
with a mouthful, would
scamper to the picture
window to see if anyone
took the tree. While they
were eating Mary observed
each of her precious kids
and thought---I got to go on
and do what is right. We
should have a Christmas
tree. Bill would want that.
So she said, as the kids
were gobbling the last of
their desert, “Gang, I got
WSQIXLMRKXSWE](SR´XKIX
your hopes up too much,
but if nobody takes that tree
by tomorrow afternoon I

will let you put it into our
home.”
8LIXLVIIGLMPHVIRFYVWX
into exuberance. Mark and
%RRIWEMH±8LEROWQSQ²
Lila ran to her mom and
KEZILIVEFMKLYK8LI
three children declared they
will bring the tree into the
LSYWIXSQSVVS[8LIMV
mom told them to hold on.
-XMWRSXSYVXVII]IX8LI
S[RIVSJXLEXXVIILEW½VWX
rights to it.
Late afternoon on the
twenty third Mark and his
sister Anne tussled the 5
foot tree from the ditch and
brought it up by the house.
Mark said, “Look how dirty
it is from laying in the ditch.
8LIWRS[TPS[HMHENSFSR
it. I will get the hose out
and wash it off.”
After Mark put the hose
away, brother and sister
looked over the dripping,
cleaned tree. Anne said, “It
is so scrawny. No wonder
somebody threw it away.”
1EVOVITPMIH±8LEXMWSO-X
is our real tree, our orphan
tree, and we are going to
make a happy Christmas
JSVXLMWXVIIERHYW8LI
next day, the twenty fourth,
Mark took it into the living
room from the enclosed
porch where it dried off
from the hosing Mark gave it
yesterday. He mounted the
tree into a pail full of small
rocks so the tree stood tall
and straight. Anne and Lila
eagerly decorated it. Mark
helped some too, but Anne
said, “Brother, you just don’t
know where to hang the
ornaments, but we will let
you place the star on the
top.”
Mark said, “No, I will let
Lila do it. I will hold her up
and she will put the star on
the top.” He lifted her. She
eagerly placed the star on
the top of the main stem.
It was a bit crooked, but
later Mark reached up and
straightened it.
Lila beamed and pranced
around near the tree. She
I\GPEMQIH±8LIXVIIMWWS
pretty. Mommy, I am so
glad we made a home for
this orphan tree. I know this
tree feels happy now like I
do. I think daddy is with us
too. He is in the tree.”
8LIVSEHWHVMJXIHXIVVMFP]
on Christmas Eve. Grandpa

and grandma and other
relatives couldn’t make it
for the special Christmas
)ZIHMRRIV8LIMVQSQ
exclaimed that we will have
our Christmas Eve dinner
on Christmas when grandpa
and grandma and some
relatives can make it. On
this Christmas Eve their
QSQ½\IHERSVHMREV]QIEP
and allowed them to nibble
on some Christmas cookies.
8LIMVQSXLIVFVSYKLXE
large bag into the room with
some of their gifts that she
had hidden in her upstairs
bedroom closet [the three
kids knew all about it right
along]. She said, “I will
put these gifts under the
tree now. We will open
them in the morning.” In
YRMWSRXLI]TVSXIWXIH8LI]
wanted to open them now
on Christmas Eve. Mom
continued, “We will open
our gifts on Christmas morn
like we did when your
daddy was here. Now let
us all get upstairs to bed so
[IGERKIXYTIEVP]8SRMKLX

Santa might just bring some
more gifts too.”
8LI]EPPGPMQFIHXLIWXEMVW
together with the two girls
leading and Mark last in line.
Mark suddenly exclaimed,
±0SSO1SQPSSO8LI
tree-- it moved.”

8LI]EPPWXSTTIHSRXLI
stairway and looked toward
the tree which was in front
of the picture window.
8LIMVQSQRSXMGIHXLIWXEV
moving slightly to and fro.
She thought, “How odd.
What made it move?”
0MPE[LMWTIVIH±(EHH]
made the tree move... I told
you mommy that he is here
with us for Christmas. He is
in the tree.” Anne nodded
in agreement.
Mark, her alert young son,
VIQEVOIH±8LMWXVII[EW
meant for us. I don’t think
ER]SRIPSWXMX8LMWXVII[EW
QIERXJSVYW(EHH]´WWTMVMX
is in the tree. He is here
with us.”
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Communities can celebrate local businesses
Owning a business is the
goal of many would-be
entrepreneurs. Being your
own boss has certain perks,
including making your own
hours and not having to report to anyone but yourself.
But owning a business is
a lot of work, especially for
new business owners trying
to get their businesses off
the ground.
Local businesses face an
uphill battle to survive,
but there are many things
residents can do to support
these valuable additions to
their communities.
• Shop locally. Shopping locally not only supports local
businesses, but it also contributes to the local economy. Shopping locally keeps
money in the community,
[LMGLGERFIRI½XIZIV]SRI
Shopping locally produces a
trickle-down effect, as local
businesses that are thriving
may patronize other local
businesses, and so on. This,
in turn, helps grow other
businesses in the community,
making it a nicer place to
live and work.
• Spread the word. Word-

of-mouth advertising is
effective. A respected member of the community who
shares a good experience
with a local business may
propel others to patronize
the business. Speak up when
you feel a business owner
has provided an exceptional
level of service. Recommend
a company to friends and
neighbors. You also may
want to review a business
via online rating websites
such as Yelp or Angie’s List.
• Attend grand openings.
Each community is unique,

and often the vibe of a
GSQQYRMX]MWHI½RIHF]
the businesses that call that
community home. Attend
grand openings to show you
are invested in the quality
and vitality of your community. When others see a business doing well, they may be
more inclined to shop there
as well.
• Apply for work. Another way to support a
local business is to work for
one. Small local businesses
employ millions of people
across the country, and

many foster great working
environments. In addition,
small businesses are known
for their customer service,
and employees often become experts in their products and services because
of the hands-on experience
they gain while working for
small businesses.
Supporting and celebrating
local businesses can instill a
sense of community pride
ERHFIRI½XXLIPSGEPIGSRSmy in a myriad of ways. 
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2SXEPPTIXWEVIKSSHEX½RHMRKXLIMV[E]FEGOLSQI%
VIGIRXXIPITLSRIWYVZI]F]XLI%74'%HMWGSZIVIHXLEXMR
XLIPEWX½ZI]IEVWFIJSVIXLIWYVZI][EWGSRHYGXIHXLITIVGIRXEKISJPSWXHSKWSVGEXWLSZIVIHEVSYRHTIVGIRX:IXIVMREVMERWLEZIGSR½VQIHXLEXQER]ERMQEPWIZIREWQEPP
TIXGERXVSXMRHI½RMXIP]EXQMPIWTIVLSYV%XXLMWQSHIVEXITEGIMX´WTSWWMFPIJSVETIXXSKIXQMPIWE[E]JVSQ
LSQIMREX]TMGEP[SVOHE](SKWXIRHXSVSEQWSQIXMQIW
MRGMVGPIWSVWXVEMKLXPMRIW[LMPIGEXWXIRHXSKSXLVSYKLE
WIVMIWSJVYRERHLMHIFYVWXWYRXMPXLI]½RHEWEJIWTSXXS

WIXXPIHS[R8LI%74'%WYVZI]EPWSJSYRHXLEXEKVIEXIV
TIVGIRXEKISJPSWXHSKWEVIVIGSZIVIH TIVGIRX XLER
PSWXGEXW TIVGIRX 8LMWMWPMOIP]HYIXSXLIJEGXXLEXHSKW
EVIQSVIPMOIP]XS[IEVMHIRXM½GEXMSRXEKWERHLEZIXVEGOMRK
QMGVSGLMTWMRWXEPPIHSRXLIMVFSHMIWXLERGEXW-X´WMQTSVXERX
JSVTIXS[RIVWXSFIKMRWIEVGLMRKJSVQMWWMRKTIXWMQQIHMEXIP]-JETIXMWRSXJSYRHEWOEVSYRHSRWSGMEPQIHMESVZMWMX
EPSGEPWLIPXIVEWWSSREWTSWWMFPIXSMRGVIEWI]SYVGLERGIW
SJVIGSZIVMRK]SYVTIX4VSTIVMHIRXM½GEXMSRERHQMGVSGLMTTMRKGERLIPTVIYRMXIPSWXTIXW[MXLXLIMVS[RIVW

With Coupon

PACKAGES INCLUDE:
Ski’s, Boots & Bindings OR
Board, Boots & Bindings
1513 East Dominick St, Rome, NY 13440 (314) 336-6900
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Seasons greetings
they had dreamed about were now dust.
Life was so unfair.
%WWLIEFVYTXP]¾MTTIHXSERSXLIVTEKI
her hand bumped against the yellow ceramic
mug and a splash of coffee spilled onto the
newspaper. Hastily dabbing at the spots
with a paper napkin, she noticed the stains
were spattered directly over her horoscope
reading for the day.
‘Sign of Aquarius: A positive attitude always
works wonders, especially if you’ve been
down lately. There’s a strong possibility you
will receive a message from your true love
today.’

by Joan O. Scharf
Christmas Eve didn’t start out as a good
day for Tricia. The early morning sky looked
dismally grey and heavy with snow. During
her shower the hot water suddenly turned
into icy prickles and she found to her dismay
it was as she suspected; the hot water
heater, already on its last legs had given up.
And there was still that pile of gifts to be
wrapped…the same pile she postponed
time after time since last month.
Since Jim died two and a half years ago,
Christmas seemed more like a chore than
a joyous occasion. For Tricia, the holidays
weren’t the same anymore without him.
Nothing was.
Still clad in her frayed blue chenille
bathrobe, she took a sip of breakfast
coffee and morosely unfolded the morning
newspaper. Featured on the front page was
a colorful photograph of a couple strolling
hand in hand through a gaily decorated mall
clutching festive shopping bags and smiling
happily. She and Jim were once like that,
she thought, but the sudden heart attack
[LIRLI[EWSRP]½JX]XLVIIXSSOMXEPPE[E]
They would never be able to enjoy their
retirement years together. The travel plans

Tricia stared at the words. Tears of sorrow
mixed with anger and frustration slid down
LIVJEGIPIEZMRKXIPPXEPIPMRIWMRXLIMV[EOI
Jim, her true love was gone. She would
never hear from him again. Why had she
even bothered to read that fakery. False
hope only nailed the pain deeper into her
heart.
Determinedly wiping her eyes, she turned
to the next sheet. On a double page spread
in front of her was a listing of the various
churches and time schedules of Christmas
Eve and Christmas Day services throughout
the area. She’d attended church only once
since Jim’s funeral. Angry with God, she
blamed him for the loss in her life. As she
stared at the newspaper, resentment began
ballooning up inside her
“God, it’s all your fault.” Startled,
Tricia realized she had spoken aloud.
Strengthened and encouraged by the
sound of her voice, she continued, escalating
in volume. “Do you hear me? God? Are
you listening? Why did you take my Jim?”
Recalling the day’s horoscope, she began to
shout and pound on the maplewood table,
the ends of her still damp hair quivering
with bottled up emotion. “God, if you’re
supposed to be so great, let Jim talk to me!
Today! Do you hear me? I said let Jim talk
to me!”
Her voice cracked and she sobbed into her
crumpled coffee stained napkin.

continued on page 19
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Indigo Tree
by Al Dorantes
The search for unique gifts
ends when you look up
the Indigo Tree. This brand
new gift shop located at 52
Henderson Street in New
York Mills, New York opened
its doors November 1, 2015.
Owner Geri Button had
an epiphany about 4 and
a half years ago. Button
contracted Legionnaires’
disease. She almost died
from the bacteria that
infected her lungs and
caused pneumonia. She was
in a coma for 10 days. The
life changing event and a
job layoff combined for the
realization “life is too short
to not do what I want to
do.”
Geri explained that she
has been in sales her entire
career, selling candy, milk,
ice cream, and more. In
September she talked
with friends and decided
it was time to start her
own business. She decided

Focusing on local artisans and made in America, the Indigo Tree features hand made “negative energy catchers”, by artist Vartan Pagosian,
along with many other wonderful gift ideas.
ornaments, coasters). Geri
Button explained that she
strives to feature American
made goods on the shelves.
She makes a conscious
effort to shop, “Made in
America.”

“Life is too
short to not do
what I want to
do.”
=SYGER½RHKMJXWXLEXVERKI
from silly to sophisticated
and at every price point.
For more information follow
Indigo Tree on Facebook:
The Indigo Tree 

“

Another great idea, Soaprocks. Beautiful and functional . These would
make a great hostess gift for the upcoming holidays! Stop in today!
to open a gift shop, the
Indigo Tree. “The name just
sounded right,” she said.
Indigo Tree is host to
several local artists including:
Vartan Pagosian (negative
energy catchers), Elements

by Jacquelyn (blown glass
jewelry), Megan KingRatcliffe (original prints),
Bonseye Designs - hand
made women’s fashion
accessories), Sallystones
(hand painted stones and
rocks), and, Creative Images
(original photos on tiles,

Life is too short
to worry about
anything. You
had better enjoy
it because the
next day
promises
nothing.
~Eric Davis
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hello
Hello Again,
Can you imagine what
would happen if we learned
that our famous American
apple pie, which is prepared
– baked – packaged and
enjoyed nation wide was
MRJEGXQEHIJVSQEVXM½GMEP
man-made apples? Phony –
counterfeit apple pie! I can
hear it now. Folks who do
not even know the name
of our Governor would be
up in arms over that. By
the way, what is his name?
Oh ya. He is the man who
says apple orchard owners
should pay apple pickers
$15.00 per hour plus 20%.
Orchardists won’t have to
pay $15.00 per hour, as
apple pie lovers will not be
able to afford apple pies.
So no apple pie – no apple
cider, no apple sauce – no
apple pickers. Do you think
that money trees will take
the place of apple trees?
Now maybe I am beginning
to see the light that our
President, Mrs. Clinton and
their fellow socialist politicians are following. They
do believe in big cities – big
governments. (Which means
socialist). Do they believe

deal for a high school student in Suburban America.
He was arrested and will
serve 11 years in prison with
E½RI
Next week we will discus
ISIS – should we Americans
be concerned about ISIS?
The answer is, ISIS may be
the most sinful, dangerous
movement Christianity and
Democracy will ever face, it
could destroy our entire way
of life.

thoughts from our
publisher, Fred Lee

that big government should
kill the apple tree industry
and groves or orchards of
money trees will take their
place?

Thanksgiving
The meaning of three
words used in our daily
English language, Christmas,
Easter, Thanksgiving tugs on
the heartstrings of Americans. Each word – as a
single word never requires
explanation as to its meaning or intent to express.

If all of the fruit pickers are
already being handed all of
the fruit free without working who will pick the money
off the money trees.
Should the following be
LIPHEWERI[W¾EWL#8LI
great Hershey candy company without really meaning
to confess that their famous
well-loved candy kisses were
GSSOIH[MXLEVXM½GMEPZERMPPE
¾EZSVMRKEGXYEPP]HMHGSRJIWW
when they simply stated
Hershey candy kisses will
23;[SYPHFI¾EZSVIH
with real vanilla. Should
or can we ever muster
up enough forgiveness to
forgive Hershey for causing
us to participate in phony
¯EVXM½GMEPOMWWIW-´QWYVI
I cannot speak for you but
when it comes to kisses I
want the real McCoy.
Can you imagine sealing
wedding vows with an
EVXM½GMEPOMWW#;LEX´WRI\X
almond milk, soft butter
like spread, eggs without
yolks, man made motor

oil? Employment by the
government without a paycheck – merely government
handouts. Next they will try
to tell me that Roy Rogers
and Gene Autrey were not
real cowboys or that Marian
Morrison’s real name was
not John Wayne.
On the other hand can you
imagine what our beautiful
New York State would look
like if God forgot to create
RI[PIEZIWERH¾S[IVW
and left it up to the non
God believing intellectuals
to decorate our hills and
valleys. On the other hand
WSGMEPMWQMWEREVXM½GMEPQER
made form of government,
[LMGLWLSYPHFI¾YWLIHSYX
of our Government. How
do we do that – by doing
a form of nothing? Do

not vote for socialists to
lead our government, big
government advocates are
socialists. What does Webster dictionary say about
socialism ? socialist = public
(government) ownership
of the means of production
(factories – farms, etc.)
Socialize = put under public
ownership.
News by T.V. Is referring
to JIHADI. What does Jihadi
mean or rather what is
Jihadi?
Jihadi = Is an Islamic term
referring to the religious
duty of Muslims to maintain
the religion. Even Muslim
scholars say it is an outer
physical struggle against the
enemies of Islam, which may
take a violent form. Some

Season’s Greetings continued from page 17
The day passed, and there was no
miracle.
Late that afternoon, Tricia began
wrapping the gifts that had waited so
long. There was no Holiday spirit in
her action, no pleasure to go along
with the bright red and green paper
and shimmery ribbon.
Keeping track of time on the kitchen
wall clock, she noted it was nearly
4PM and if she didn’t hurry, she would
be late. Her daughter was expecting
her for Christmas Eve dinner tonight.
Margaret and her husband lived in a
suburb nearby, and Tricia was fortunate
to be able to see her only grandchild,
an energetic brown eyed two year
old, as often as she wished. Eric James
was her happiness and delight in life.
If Jim could only have had the chance
to hold him and feel Eric’s small warm
arms clasped around his neck; to give
him piggy back rides up and down the
FEGO]EVHXSXEOILMQ½WLMRKF]XLI
little waterfalls at Cedarville Pond….
Tricia pulled her errant thoughts
back to the job at hand, and with a

brief sigh looked down at the last gift.
)VMG´W¾ERRIPTENEQEWRIIHIHXSFI
wrapped. She remembered she had
been thinking of Jim when she picked
out the pattern of tiny carpenter tools
against the light green background. Jim
used to be so handy around the house.
,IGSYPH½\EPQSWXER]XLMRK8LIVI
was that time when a pipe sprung a
sudden leak under the bathroom sink
ERHWUYMVXIHE½RIWTVE]SJ[EXIV
in his face as he opened the cabinet
door. How they both had laughed as
he…. Ahh, there she was again, thinking
of what used to be…Resolutely she
focused on what remained to be done.
She realized there was no box for the
pajamas in her hand, and her eyebrows
dipped in annoyance. In the basement,
among the clutter of odds and ends
there was an accumulation of clean
previously used boxes. It meant a trip
down the stairs to rummage around.
She had intended to sort things out
after Jim died, but there were times,
like now, when she was glad she hadn’t.
With a surge of relief she quickly found

deny this but in fact Jihadi’s
practice killing those who
resist their Muslim faith.
Would it be ok for Christians to kill Muslims because
they resist Christians or
Jewish Faith?
There is an active effort in
this country and worldwide
to reach the young people
JSVWYTTSVXERH½KLXIVW
On twitter a Virginia –
USA teenager pumped out
more that 7000 tweets he
heralded their organization’s
“upcoming conquest of
America”.

I feel that all three of these
words are derived from a
common basis, a belief in
our creator and heavenly
father. If a person’s mind
attempts to say there is no
God, his heart will come
to his rescue by letting him
know there is a God.
Let’s join together in one
common heart expressive
prayer, “Thank you dear
heavenly father for the
depth of beauty and privilege we share in celebrating
your gift – Thanksgiving Day”
Fred Lee

Within three months he
had 4,000 American youth
followers. This was a big

The Mohawk Homestead
62 E. Main Street, Mohawk, NY 13407
Providing quality care for over 120 years

a box about the right size and hurried
back upstairs. She glanced at the clock
to check the time. Still a few minutes
to spare.
7EXMW½IHXSWIIRIEXPSSOMRKXMWWYI
paper still in the box, she started to
fold Eric’s pajamas inside when she
noticed a scrap of something tucked
inside the tissue. Pulling out a white
tag decorated with a tiny gold angel,
she read the message.
“Merry Christmas, Tricia. With all my
love, Jim.”
Her hand trembled, and a bright
spiral of joy curled warmly around
her. Somehow, Jim had found a way
through time and space to send her
a communication on Christmas Eve.
It was more than a message; it was a
precious gift.
Clutching the tag against her chest,
Tricia closed her eyes in a grateful
prayer. She was thinking perhaps she
would get out the newspaper and look
up the schedule of church services
after all. 

Enjoy the home-like comfort and dedicated staff
at our small and beautiful Adult Care Facility.

• Quaint, clean and comfortable private & semi-private
rooms (currently available)
• Temporary (respite) and long-term care in a positive
family atmosphere
• 24 Hour supervision by medical professionals
• Case management to help with Medicaid, Medicare and
VA benefits
• Delicious home-cooked meals
• Onsite unisex salon with perms, cuts & color
• Stimulating and creative activity programs
• Dedicated Skype laptop to stay in touch with friends &
family
“Where your family becomes a member of ours.”

www.mohawkhomestead.org

315-866-1841
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The advantages of last-minute holiday shopping
times during the holiday
shopping season. These
sales may offer additional
discounts or even free shipping. Just be sure to balance
XLIFIRI½XWSJXLIHMWGSYRX
against the shipping price.
If it means having to pay a
premium for overnight shipping, it may not be worth
the investment.
• More time to plan: By the
end of the holiday season
you may have a better
idea of what you need to
purchase. You also may have
polled others regarding what
they are giving, reducing the
chances of giving duplicate
gifts.
Shopping late in the season may be advantageous for some people.
Tackling tasks well in advance has many advantages,
and often it is in one’s best
interest to be ahead of the
game, including when the
game at hand is holiday
shopping.
But men and women who
simply can’t get a head start
on their holiday shopping
need not fear, as waiting until
the eleventh hour to do the
bulk of your shopping can
have some distinct advantages, too.
Consumer Reports’ 2012
Holiday Poll found 9 percent
of shoppers — an estimated 17 million people —
planned to shop in stores on
Christmas Eve in 2012. Many
stores are still open on
Christmas Eve, even if the
doors are only unlocked for
a limited number of hours.
That gives shoppers one last

Holiday
travel tips
• Bring along your own
sustenance. Hunger pangs
are sure to arise during your
holiday travels. Packing your
own meals and snacks saves
you money and, if you’re
driving, time.
• Ship gifts. Shipping holiday
gifts is another way to simplify holiday travel and save
money.
• Switch up your travel
schedule. If possible, take an
extra day or two off during
the holidays so you aren’t
forced to travel on the busiest travel days, which tend
to be the days.
There are many ways for
travelers to make their trips
less hectic this year.

GLERGIXS½RHXLITIVJIGX
presents. In addition to having more time to decide on
gifts, here are some other
FIRI½XWXSWLSTTMRKPEXIVMR
the season.
• Smaller crowds: As the
holiday season winds down,
many shoppers have already
completed their shopping.
Fewer people tend to be
MRWXSVIWMRXLI½REPHE]W
before Christmas, as they
are readying their homes for
company or making travel
plans. This can be a prime
time for shopping and getting through malls or other
retailers in less time.
• Discounted prices:
Anxious to reduce inventory
and make the most of end-

SJXLI]IEVTVS½XWWXSVIW
may discount merchandise
even further for fast sale.
Shoppers anxious to save
a little bit more or come
MRYRHIVFYHKIXQE]½RH
waiting to shop is to their
½RERGMEPEHZERXEKI
• Lower chance of disGSZIV]3RIHMJ½GYPX]SJ
shopping early is keeping all
of the gifts hidden for the
duration of the month. Waiting until later to shop means
SRP]LEZMRKXSGEQSY¾EKI
gifts for a few days. When
you wait, curious kids are
PIWWPMOIP]XS½RHXLIMVKMJXW
before the big day.

• Gift cards galore: Some
people prefer to give gift
cards, which are available
all season long. Consumer
Reports says 62 percent of
last-minute shoppers grab
gift cards. If you fall into that
category, waiting to buy the
cards won’t be an issue so
long as you make it to the
stores before they close.
Last-minute shopping has
its advantages. If time is ticking away, there are still deals
to be had. 
Fine Apparel and giftware for men,
women and children from some of the
finest companies in the world including...

• Last-minute specials:
Some online retailers offer
“doorbuster” sales at various

On the Clinton Village Green

20 West Park Row

www.kriziamartin.com

Clinton

315.853.3650

Open 7 days a week until Christmas! Mon.-Sat. 10-6; Sun. 12-4
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Holiday living made easy
With so much on our
plates between Thanksgiving
and New Year’s Day, the
holiday season can be hectic.
Fortunately, there are many
ways to save time and make
the holiday season more
manageable.
• If you don’t have plastic
clips to hang lights around
windows and to the eaves
of your home, inexpensive
clothespins will work just
as well. If you’re concerned
about the color of the
wooden clips, paint them
holiday hues before stringing
the lights.
• Put a bath mat, rug-side
down and rubber-side up,
beneath your Christmas tree
stand. This allows you to spin
the tree as you hang lights
and ornaments without
HEQEKMRKXLI¾SSVYRHIVneath. It also makes it simple
to undress the tree once the
season is over. Use a tree
skirt to hide the mat.
7UYII^IEVXM½GMEPXVII
portions into concrete form
tubes. First wrap the tree
portions in twine and then
slip them into the concrete

sleeves. Each tube can be
stowed in attic or garage
rafters, freeing up precious
space.
• Use empty squirt bottles
to make baking and cooking
easier. Pancake and cookie
batters can be squirted from
the containers for less mess.
• Store one or two strings
of lights in a plastic shopping
bag to keep the strands
from getting tangled. Hang
the bags from a hook in a
garage or stack them in a
storage bin.
• Use plastic zip ties to
attach garland and lights to
bannisters. They’re easy to
assemble and will not damage the bannisters.
• A paper towel holder can
be screwed to the wall in
a craft room to neatly hold
spools of ribbon. Simply pull
the length you need from
the spool and cut for easy
decorating.
• Mount a tree stand to a
piece of wood with screws
or glue. This prevents spills
JVSQVIEGLMRKXLI¾SSV
while stabilizing the tree.
• Old maps make interesting gift wrap and are a nice
change of pace from commercially produced paper or
newsprint.
• Wrap duct tape or
another type of sticky tape
around your hand. Pat over
fallen pine needles that
accumulate around the tree.
In hard-to-reach areas, wrap
the tape around a broom or
E¾SSVW[IITIV
• When traveling for the
holidays, use a brightly
GSPSVIHWYMXGEWISV¾EWL]
tape to make your suitcase
stand out from others at the
airport.

A few simple strategies can help you save time and reduce stress this
holiday season.
• Place hardened brown
and out of place each year.
sugar in a baking dish, cover
• Hang a live wreath or
it with a moist paper towel
some boughs of evergreen
and either microwave it on
in your home to give it that
high for 20-second intervals
fresh pine scent if you have
or place it in a 300 F oven
EREVXM½GMEPXVII
JSV½ZIQMRYXIW8LMW[MPP
• Color-code storage consoften the sugar, making it
XEMRIVWWS]SYGERIEWMP]½RH
easier to use the sugar to
holiday decorations in the
prepare your favorite holiattic or basement.
day cookie recipes.
• Pack for a holiday ex• Save plastic bread ties,
cursion using a collapsible
which can be used to make
tags for the wires on certain clothing storage hanger for
closets. Fold clothes on each
devices. Such ties also can
fabric shelf and then collapse
be used to organize decoit into your suitcase. When
rating components and to
you get to your destination,
keep your place on a roll of
unfold and hang it in a closet
tape.
so all of your clothes will be
• Measure the inside of
at the ready.
your picture window and
Make the holidays even
construct a wooden frame
to its dimensions. Staple hol- more enjoyable with a variety of timesavers and clever
iday lights to the frame and
tips. 
then easily slip the frame in
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Don’t forget to gift holiday hosts
Millions of people will travel this holiday season, and many
of them will lay their heads to rest in the homes of family
and friends. Hosting guests come the holiday season can
make this time of year that much more special, but hosting
EPWSMWEWMKRM½GERXYRHIVXEOMRKXLEXEWOWEPSXSJXLIQIR
and women who open their homes to loved ones.

appreciate them by paying for a night out on the town.
Babysit hosts’ kids so mom and dad can enjoy a night out
together, or take the whole family out and foot the bill. A
night out can be enjoyable for all involved, and it gives hosts
the night off from cooking dinner.

Guests who want to express their gratitude for their
holiday hosts can do so in any number of ways, and the following are a handful of ideas that would surely please your
hosts this holiday season.

If your family is too big to take out or if the family simply
prefers to stay in and enjoy one another’s company, pay for
a catered meal to be delivered to your hosts’ home. This
can be a great way to catch up, and hosts can join in the fun
because they won’t be busy preparing dinner in the kitchen.

Cater a meal

Wine rack
Men and women who offer to host for the holidays likely
don’t mind hosting at other times of the year as well. A
brand new wine rack can make for a great gift for your
friend or relative who loves to host dinner parties throughout the year. Stock the rack with a couple of bottles of wine
and crack one open to celebrate your loved one’s new toy.
Linens
If you want to give your holiday hosts something practical,
then some linens they can use right away make great gifts.
Quality bed sheets, some warm blankets and some soft,
high-quality towels can help hosts replenish their linen closets, and they might appreciate using these new items once
the holiday season has come and gone.
Cook breakfast
Cooking breakfast for your holiday hosts throughout the duration of
your stay is a nice gesture busy hosts will surely appreciate.
Night out on the town
Holiday hosts have a lot on their plates. Before guests
arrive, hosts clean their homes top to bottom and may even
rearrange rooms in their homes to accommodate overnight
guests. Once the guests arrive, hosts work to cater to their
guests’ needs. Guests can show their hosts how much they

Another great way to show your appreciation to your holiday hosts is to make breakfast for everyone each morning
during your stay. Let your hosts relax with a cup of coffee
while you prepare breakfast each morning for everyone
staying at the house. Hosts will no doubt appreciate the hassle-free mornings, and a fresh, home-cooked meal is a great
way to express your own appreciation for their hospitality.
Holiday hosts accept a lot of responsibility when welcoming guests into their homes. Guests can show their appreciation for this hospitality in numerous ways. 

Learn something new today
• Learn a new language. If you have
always dreamed of traveling internationally and speaking in a country’s
native tongue, begin taking lessons. In
addition to private tutors or classes at
nearby community colleges, make use
of foreign language apps and computer
programs, which allow you to practice
in the comforts of home. Depending
on how much time you can devote to
studying, it may be just a matter of a
few months before you have mastered
a new language. How quickly you pick
up a new language may be affected by

your knowledge of other languages. For
example, if you already speak Spanish,
learning French or Italian maybe easier
because of similarities between these
widely spoken romance languages.
• Take up a new sport or hobby.
Hobbies and sports appeal to all types
of people. Adults who never particMTEXIHMRWTSVXWEWEGLMPHQE]½RH
their interest piqued upon joining an
adult league. Don’t underestimate your
TSXIRXMEPEFMPMXMIWSRXLITPE]MRK½IPHW
or with regard to certain hobbies. Give

painting, woodworking, papercrafting,
and other hands-on hobbies a go and
you may be surprised to discover the
talent lies within.
• Go back to school. Even if you already have a degree, don’t be hesitant
to pursue additional education. Many
local colleges and universities offer
distance learning or adult education
programs. Speak with a curriculum
advisor about a particular school’s ofJIVMRKWERH½RHSYXMJ]SY´VIIPMKMFPIJSV
VIHYGIHXYMXMSRSV½RERGMEPEMH
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Get a head-start on tax season
ways to start preparing for
your returns now.
• Find last year’s return. You
will need information from
last year’s return in order
XS½PIXLMW]IEVWS½RHPEWX
year’s return and print it out
if you plan to hire a professional to work on your
return.

The dawn of a new calendar year often marks the
end of the sometimes hectic
holiday season. This time of
year marks a return to normalcy for many families, as
the kids go back to school

and parents return to work.
The beginning of January
also serves as a great time
to start preparing for tax
season. While the deadPMRIXS½PIVIXYVRWQE]FI

several months away, getting
a head-start allows men and
women the chance to organize their tax documents
so they aren’t racing against
a deadline come April. The
following are a handful of

• Gather dependents’
information. While you
might know your own Social
Security number by heart, if
you have dependents, you’re
going to need their information as well. New parents or
adults who started serving
as their elderly parents’
primary caretakers over the
last year will need their kids’
and their folks’ social security
numbers. If you do not have
XLIWIRYQFIVWYTSR½PMRK
your return will likely be delayed and you might even be
denied potentially substantial
tax credits.
• Gather your year-end
½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXW-J]SY
spent the last year investing,

then you will have to pay
taxes on any interest earned.
Interest earned on the
majority of savings accounts
is also taxable, so gather
EPPSJ]SYV]IEVIRH½RERcial statements from your
assorted accounts in one
place. Doing so will make
½PMRK]SYVVIXYVR[LIXLIV
you do it yourself or work
with a professional, go more
quickly.
• Speak with your mortgage lender. Homeowners should receive forms
documenting their mortgage
interest payments for the
last year, as the money paid
in interest on your home
or homes is tax deductible. If these forms are not
received in a timely manner,
speak with your lender.
You might even be able to
download them from your
lender’s secure website.
• Make a list of your
charitable contributions.
Charitable contributions, no
matter how small, are tax
deductible. While it’s easiest

to maintain a list of all charitable donations you make as
the year goes on, if you have
not done that, then you can
make one now. Look for
receipts of all contributions,
contacting any charities you
donated to if you misplaced
any receipts.
• Book an appointment
with your tax preparation
specialist now. As April 15
draws closer, tax preparers’
schedules get busier and
busier. The earlier you book
your appointment, the more
likely you are to get a favorable time for that meeting.
In addition, if you have gathered all of the information
you need by early February,
then booking your appointment early means you can
½PIIEVPMIVERHVIGIMZIER]
return you might be eligible
for that much quicker.
Tax season might not be
right around the corner, but
it’s never too early to start
preparing your return. 

Protect your identity
and save money

Identity theft is a pervasive problem. According to
½KYVIWJVSQXLI&YVIEYSJ
Justice Statistics, an estimated 17.6 million people,
or about 7 percent of U.S.
residents age 16 or older,
were victims of at least one
incident of identity theft in
2014. Identity theft is not
just a problem within U.S.
borders, either. Each month,
Equifax and TransUnion
credit bureaus report that
more than 1,800 identity
theft complaints are lodged
by Canadian residents.

Victims may
be subjected
to various
types of
identity theft.
Attempted
misuse of
an existing
account is
the prime
complaint. This
account can be
a credit card,
bank account
or phone or
utility account.
No matter the
type of fraud
perpetrated,
many identity
theft victims
endure a direct
½RERGMEPPSWWEWEVIWYPX
Sometimes individuals do
RSX½RHSYXXLI]´ZIFIIR
the victim of identity theft
YRXMPXLI]EVIRSXM½IHF]E
½RERGMEPMRWXMXYXMSR°SV
IZIREJXIV½PMRKXLIMVXE\IW
°[LIRQSRI]EPVIEH]LEW
been lost. People may invest
in expensive services to
protect their identities, but
Consumer Reports notes
this tactic is not always necessary. There are other, less
expensive ways for men and
women to protect them-

selves from identity theft.
• Guard personal information. Do not share your
personal information over
the Internet unless you are
on a secured site. This will
FIMHIRXM½IHF]XLILXXTW
preceding the rest of the
URL. Sometimes a padlock
symbol will appear somewhere on the page. Also, do
not provide any personal
information over the phone,
WYGLEWXE\MHIRXM½GEXMSR
numbers, bank account
information or your maiden
name. Personal data should
be shared only with trusted
companies whose authenticity you can verify.
• Watch your wallet. Do
not leave your wallet or
purse unattended. Keep the
bare minimum in a wallet so
a thief does not have access
to all of your personal information if the wallet is lost
or stolen. Keep your Social
Security card and rarely
used credit cards at home.
• Sign up for alerts. Many
½RERGMEPMRWXMXYXMSRW[MPPSJJIV
free online or mobile alerts
to warn of suspicious activity
on your account. Take advantage of this service.
• Lock down devices. Make

sure computers and mobile
devices are secured with
a password, and only use
secured networks when
going online. Select strong
passwords that include a
combination of numbers,
letters and symbols, as well
as case changes so they will
FIQSVIHMJ½GYPXXSGVEGO
• Get off of credit-card

offer lists. You can stop credit
bureaus from selling your
name to lenders by going to
www.optoutprescreen.com
or calling 888-567-8688.
Opting out should prevent
the majority of offers from
coming your way. Many
identity theft cases can be
linked to crooks stealing
credit card preapprovals
from mailboxes. Similarly,

you can put a security freeze
on credit reports, so that
lenders will not be able to
access credit reports and
issue new credit.
Identity theft can lead to
plenty of paperwork hassle
and loss of funds. Preventing
it from happening is easier
than you might think. 
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Gift
fts
s for the fa
amily
y cook

-top 10 Under $50
• New BonJour Salad Chef — Emulsify oil,
vinegar and other salad dressing ingredients
instantly with this batter y powered mixing
Measurement mar ks and recipes
tool.. Measure
are clever ly etched on the caraffe, and an
air tight stopper lets you easily store extra
dressing in the fridge ($19.99).
• New Anolon Advanced Umber 12Inch Covered Deep Skillet — A ver satile
LIEZ]HYX]TERWRYK½XXMRKPMHERH¾EVIH
sides to prevent drips,
ips, this skillet is beauXMJYPP]GVEJJXXIHVMGLFVSR^IRSRWXMGO½RMWL
inside and out ($49.99).
• New Circulon Momentum 18-inch by
10-inch Double Burner Griddle — Flip
pancakes,, grilled
led cheese sandwiches,, burger s and more, just like a shor t order cook.
This spacious griddle features
e
a durable ,
metal-utensil-saf
-saffe nonstick cooking surface,
plus a corner pour spout to easily drain fats
and other liquids ($49.99).
• New Farberware PURECOOK 5-Quar t
Jumbo Cooker with Helper Handle —
Cook a big batch
atch of chili,, soup, and other
one-pot comf
mffo
or t fo
oods in this pot featur
e r-ing a PTFE and PFOA-free white ceramic
nonstick cooking surface. Offfeered in Blue
and Aqua ($39.99).
• New Circulon Symmetr y Chocolate
5-Piece Bakeware Set — Whether fo
or
sweet or saavor y baking,, this comprehensive set of carbon steel nonstick bakeware
includes a 10-inch by 15-inch Cookie Pan,
two 9-inch Round Cake Pans,, a 9-inch by
5-inch Loaf Pan,, and a 9-inch by 13-inch
Rectangular Cake Pan ($39.99).
• New Anolon
on 4-Piece Steak Kniffe Set
— Meat lover s will appreciate the sleek
styling and razorr-shar
p serrated blades of
this well-priced cutler y set,, which is made
of high quality Japanese stainless steel. The
dual-riveted black handles are molded for
o
exceptional comffor
o t ($39.99).
• New Rachael
ael Raay 2-Piece Crisper Pan
Set — Use the 10-inch by 15-inch Cookie
Pan on its own to bake cookies or roast
vegetables,, thhen add the perffo
orated metal
inser t to prepare crispy bacon, oven fries,
chicken wings,
s,, and more. The pan’s wide
rims with silicone inser ts make it much
easier to lift out of a hot oven ($19.99).
• New SilverStone Ceramic 9-inch by
13-inch Covered Cake Pan — Perffeect fo
or
potlucks,, bake sales,, reunions,, and other
feestivities,, the translucent plastic lid snaps
tightly on the cake pan. Avvailable in Chili
Red and Marine Blue, the pan is crafted
from solid carbon steel and has an adad
vanced nonstick surface made of PTFE-free
and PFOA-free ceramic ($19.99).
• Cake Boss “Mini Cakes”” Cake Carrier —
Avvid baker s and desser t lover s won’t be
able to resist this vintage-style carrier made
of durable yet lightweight tin-plated steel.
The tall lid locks on both sides of the base
fo
or secure transpor t of cakes,, pies,, tar ts,
and other sweets ($39.99).
• Anolon Univer sal Steamer — Designed
to wor k with multiple size pots, including 2-,
3- and 4-quar t sizes,, this space-saavving,, stainless steel steamer is extra deep to hold a
KIRIVSYWEQSYRXSJZIKIXEFPIW½WLERH
SXLIVMRKVIHMIRXW'SQIW[MXLEWRYK½XXMRK
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A tasty treat for holiday guests
Aunt Luverta’s Dr. Pepper Cake
Makes one 9- by 13-inch cake
Cake




¹

1

¹


GYTWEPPTYVTSWI¾SYVWMJXIH
XIEWTSSRFEOMRKWSHE
GYTWKVERYPEXIHWYKEV
GYT WXMGOW YRWEPXIHFYXXIV
GYTWQMRMEXYVIQEVWLQEPPS[W
XEFPIWTSSRWYRW[IIXIRIHGSGSETS[HIV
cup Dr. Pepper
IKKW
GYTWFYXXIVQMPO
XIEWTSSRZERMPPEI\XVEGX

(V4ITTIV*VSWXMRK
¹
GYT WXMGO YRWEPXIHFYXXIVWSJXIRIH

XEFPIWTSSRW(V4ITTIV

XEFPIWTSSRWYRW[IIXIRIHGSGSETS[HIV

TSYRHFS\GSRJIGXMSRIVW´WYKEVWMJXIH

XIEWTSSRZERMPPEI\XVEGX

GYTGLSTTIHTIGERW
4VILIEXXLISZIRXS*
+VIEWIFYXHSRSX¾SYVEF]MRGLTER7IXMXEWMHI
8SQEOIXLIGEOIMREPEVKIFS[PWMJXXSKIXLIVXLI¾SYVERHFEOMRKWSHE+VEHYEPP]WXMVMR
XLIWYKEV7IXEWMHI
-REWEYGITERLIEXXLIFYXXIVQEVWLQEPPS[WGSGSEERH(V4ITTIV7XMVGSRWXERXP]YRXMPXLI
FYXXIVERHXLIQEVWLQEPPS[WEVIQIPXIH(SRSXEPPS[XLIQM\XYVIXSFSMP4SYVXLIQEVWLQEPPS[QM\XYVISZIVXLI¾SYVQM\XYVI&IEX[IPP7IXWMHI-RERSXLIVFS[PFIEXXLIIKKW
YRXMPXLI]EVIPMKLXERH¾YJJ]7XMVMRXLIFYXXIVQMPOERHZERMPPEI\XVEGX1M\[IPP&IEXXLIIKK
QM\XYVIMRXSXLI¾SYVQM\XYVIYRXMP[IPPFPIRHIHERHXLIFEXXIVMWWQSSXL4SYVXLIFEXXIV
MRXSXLITVITEVIHTER&EOIJSVXSQMRYXIWSVYRXMPXLIGIRXIVSJGEOIWTVMRKWFEGO
[LIRPMKLXP]XSYGLIH0IXXLIGEOIGSSPSREVEGOJSVQMRYXIW
8SQEOIXLIJVSWXMRKMREWEYGITERGSQFMRIXLIFYXXIV(V4ITTIVERHGSGSETS[HIV
&VMRKXLIQM\XYVIXSEFSMPSZIVPS[LIEXWXMVVMRKGSRWXERXP]6IQSZIXLITERJVSQXLILIEX
+VEHYEPP]WXMVMRXLIGSRJIGXMSRIVW´WYKEVYRXMPXLIQM\XYVIMWWQSSXLXLIRJSPHMRXLIZERMPPE
I\XVEGXERHTIGERW7TVIEHSZIVXLI[EVQGEOI
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Host friends for a fun game night
According to the Consumer Electronics Association,
the average American
household spends between
$1,300 and $1,500 on consumer electronics each year.
This accounts for the nearly
500 million electronics sold
annually according to the
Environmental Protection
Agency. Nielsen’s Total Audience Report says Americans
aged 18 and older spend
more than 11 hours a day
watching television, listening
to the radio or using smartphones and other electronic
devices.
While gadgets can be fun,

many people want to curtail
their use of electronic media.
One way to do so is to get
reacquainted with board
games and other activities
that foster greater social
interaction.
Inviting friends and family
members over for a game
night can be an entertaining and device-free way to
enjoy some time together.
The following are some
game ideas for hosts looking
to disconnect from their
devices.
• Lip sync competition:
Made popular by Jimmy Fal-

lon and his late-night guests,
as well as the viral sensation
“Lip Sync Battle,” participants compete against each
other by lip syncing to songs
and putting on impressive
performances. The party
host can serve as judge and
may allow guests to choose
their own songs in advance
or make them perform at
the mercy of random picks.
• Guess the picture: Separate the crowd into two
teams. Participants must pick
a word out of a bowl and
then illustrate that word
on a large piece of paper.
'LSSWIEXLIQIXLEX½XW

with the party, such as holiday songs, favorite books or
popular movie releases.
• Bingo: Turn a classic
into something all of your
guests can enjoy. Have prizes
for the winners or ask all
participants to bring a small
gift with them that will serve
as the prizes for each round
won. Take turns calling the
numbers so everyone gets a
chance to win.
• Brain games: Games
that challenge guests to use
their brains can be a big hit.
Whether it’s trivia, ScrabFPISV½KYVMRKSYX±[LSdunnit,” classic board games
never go out of style.
• ‘Wheel’ at home: Viewers
have been tuning into Wheel
of Fortune® for decades.
Purchase a licensed board
game based on the popular
show or recreate the magic

at home by creating your
own puzzles and offering
your own prizes.
Adults and children can

enjoy game nights to reconnect with one another
and take a break from their
electronic devices. 

The history behind some beloved Christmas songs
• “Silent Night”: One of the most rerecorded songs in history (733 versions since 1978),
“Silent Night,” was composed in 1818 by Franz Xaver Gruber and put to lyrics by Joseph
1SLV-X[EW½VWXTIVJSVQIHSR'LVMWXQEW)ZIEX7X2MGLSPEWTEVMWLGLYVGLMR3FIVRHSVJE
village in Austria. Today’s version is a slow lullaby, but it’s believed the original was a dancelike tune in 6/8 time.
• “O Holy Night”: This popular song was composed by Adolphe Adam in 1847 to a French
poem titled, “Minuit, chrétiens (Midnight, Christians).”
• “Silver Bells”: Now a Christmas classic, “Silver Bells” originally was written for the Bob
,STI½PQ±8LI0IQSR(VST/MH²7SRK[VMXIV.E]0MZMRKWXSR[ERXIHXSXMXPIXLIWSRK±8MROPI
Bell,” but his wife dissuaded him from using the word “tinkle.”
• “White Christmas”: Irving Berlin believed his song “White Christmas” would be an instant
hit. His prediction was correct, especially after singer Bing Crosby recorded it.
• “Jingle Bells”: Although it has become one of the more popular Christmas songs, “Jingle
Bells” really was written for Thanksgiving. It’s also one of the oldest holiday songs of American origin. James Lord
Pierpont, the song’s author,
was inspired by the famous
sleigh races of Medford,
Massachusetts.
±(S=SY,IEV;LEX-
Hear”: Noel Regney wrote
this song as a call to peace
during the Cuban Missile
Crisis. The original context
has long been forgotten,
ERH±(S=SY,IEV;LEX
I Hear” is now a staple of
holiday celebrations.
• “Santa Claus is Coming
to Town”: James Gillespie
wrote this tune while riding
a subway and reminiscing
about his childhood with his
brother. It became a hit after
being performed at the
famed Macy’s Thanksgiving
(E]4EVEHI
• “The Christmas Song”:
This classic was written in
1944 by Bob Wells and Mel
Tormé. It’s usually subtitled
“Chestnuts Roasting on
an Open Fire.” The song
was written during a heat
wave as a way to think cool
thoughts. 
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Stock up on supplies before your next shindig
If hosting an adult-only or
more formal affair, have
some alcoholic beverages
on hand but be careful
that guests don’t have too
much to drink. Prepare tea
and coffee after the meal
to help guests digest their
meals and relax.

Servingware

Before hosting a formal dinner party, hosts should make sure their dining room tables can accommodate all
of their guests.
Hosting a party is no small
task. Hosts must tend to
a slew of responsibilities
when inviting friends and
family to their homes, and
one of the biggest is stocking up on party supplies.
The supplies necessary for
hosting a party depend on
the type of party hosts are
throwing. For example, the
supplies necessary for a formal dinner with friends will
differ from those needed
for a child’s birthday party.
Breaking your supply needs
down into categories can
make it easier to guarantee
you get everything you
need to throw a successful
and fun party.

a backyard barbecue, stock
up on extra patio furniture or ask guests to bring
beach or camping chairs so
no one has to stand while
eating. If you are hosting
a party at home for the
big game, purchase some
folding chairs and consider
QSZMRKEVQGLEMVWSVSJ½GI
chairs from around the
house into the room where
everyone will be watching
the game. If you are throwing a formal dinner party
and are worried your existing dining room table can’t
accommodate all of your
guests, consider purchasing
a new table that features
extensions you can remove
or install depending on the
size of your party.

Furniture
Depending on the size
of your guest list, you may
need to buy some extra
furniture so everyone has
a place to sit during the
festivities. When throwing

“
“Children see
magic
because they
look for it.”
~Christopher Moore

Food
No matter which type of
party you will be hosting, guests will expect to
be fed. Plan a menu that
suits the type of party

you are throwing, offering
kid-friendly fare like pizza
and macaroni and cheese
when hosting children’s
birthday parties and a
more sophisticated menu
when inviting professional
colleagues over for dinner.
Asks guests if they have
ER]WTIGM½GEPPIVKMIWSV
dietary restrictions, and do
your best to cater to those
needs. If hosting a less formal affair like a game watch,
have snacks on hand when
guests arrive and then
order some pizzas once everyone has shown up. This
allows everyone to pitch
in and ensures hosts aren’t
missing any of the action
while preparing food.

Beverages
Beverages also must be
offered when hosting a party. Offer juice, water, coffee,
tea, and soft drinks to your
guests regardless of which
type of party you’re hosting.

If your guest list is small,
chances are you won’t need
to buy extra plates, utensils
or glasses. But you likely will
need to stock up on servingware when hosting larger
soirées. Purchase reusable
items so you won’t have to
stock up come your next
party. Reusable items also
reduce the carbon footprint
of your party, which can be
considerable when using
disposable servingware.

Miscellaneous
In the days leading up to
the party, be sure to stock
up on miscellaneous items
like paper towels, napkins,
toilet tissue, and hand soap
for the restrooms. Make
sure extra rolls of toilet pa-

per are left in a visible spot
in the restroom, and keep
paper towels alongside any

buffet-style offerings so
guests can quickly address
any spills. 
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Has gift wrapping become a lost art?
be reused if it is carefully
removed from a gift. You
also can create your own
wrapping paper by decorating brown postal paper with
a rubber stamp or having
children color their own
special murals. Don’t overlook newsprint as wrapping
as well.

Have we become a society
that is too busy for gift
wrap? When a birthday
arrives or the holidays come
around in full force, where
do most people turn? To
the ultra-convenient gift bag,
that’s where.
Gift bags have largely taken
over the party aisles at most
stores, where rows and rows
of gift bags in all shapes and
sizes are not uncommon. If
]SY´VIXV]MRKXS½RHEVSPPSJ
wrapping paper, good luck.
But there are plenty of
people who feel that the
elimination of intricately
wrapped presents takes
some of the magic out
of the holidays. Carefully
wrapped gifts show that
a person put in time and
effort to present a gift in a

way that is sentimental and
personal. Although it may
take mere minutes to pry
E[E]XLITETIVERH½RH
a treasure inside, there’s
something to be said for paper-wrapped gifts. It means
the gift-giver sat down,
pondered the paper design
and carefully chose the bow
or ribbon with the recipient
in mind.
Before you eschew wrapping paper for a gift bag
this holiday season, think
about all of the advantages
to spending some time and
reacquainting yourself with
the art of gift wrapping.
Here are some reasons to
save the gift bag for another
time.
* Wrapping can be green,
too. Wrapping paper can

* Paper is more cost-effective. You are bound to get
more bang for your wrapping buck by choosing wrapping paper. Although there
are scores of discount stores
that sell low-priced gift bags,
often the quality isn’t the
same, and the handles could
tear after one or two uses.
Wrapping paper per inch is
HI½RMXIP]QSVIEJJSVHEFPI
than gift bags, particularly
when purchased on sale.
* Wrapping paper lets you
be creative. Cover a box
with a patchwork of different paper scraps, choose
to stagger colors of paper
with boxes towered one on
top of another or tie on the
FMKKIWXFS[]SYGER½RH
* Paper is traditional. Look
back to the classic stories
of yuletide and you are
FSYRHXS½RHMQEKIWSJ
Santa Claus pulling wrapped
boxes out of his enormous
gift sack. Also think about
how department stores
used to (and some still do)
offer complimentary gift
wrapping.
* Wrapped gifts travel
better. When carrying your
bounty of gifts to friends
and family, carefully wrapped
boxes tend to stand up to
travel better than gift bags.
No one wants to receive
a gift bag that has been
wrinkled and crushed into
some amorphous shape.
Plus, wilted tissue paper can
be off-putting.
* There’s something magical about wrapping paper.
The anticipation, the drama,
the build-up to peeling aside
wrapping paper and revealing the gift has brought
smiles to children’s (and
adults’) faces for generations. It is hard to improve
on something that has been
successful for years and
years.
Although the public may
be swept up in rushing from
here to there, there are traditionalists who appreciate
sitting down and spending time creating holiday
magic by way of beautifully
wrapped gifts. 
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History in Your Backyard
- George Eastman

made him a successful entrepreneur by his mid-twenties, and
enabled him to direct his Eastman Kodak Company to the
forefront of American industry.
Eastman had a goal to make photography “as convenient
EWXLITIRGMP²-RXLI/SHEO&VS[RMI'EQIVEFVSYKLX
TLSXSKVETL][MXLMR½RERGMEPVIEGLSJXLIQEWWIW8LI
GEQIVEWSPHJSVERH½PQ[EWGIRXWEVSPP-RXVSHYGIH
MR/SHEGLVSQI*MPQFIGEQIXLI½VWXGSQQIVGMEPP]
WYGGIWWJYPEQEXIYVGSPSV½PQ-RMXMEPP]SJJIVIHMRQQ
format for motion pictures, formats for 35 mm slides and
QQLSQIQSZMIWJSPPS[IHMR/SHEOMRXVSHYGIH

Eatman Kodak no. 1 Brownie model.
markets. The changes included phasing out the digital
capture business, and selling assets. Toward year’s end,
the company announced agreements that would bring it
approximately $525 million for sale of its digital imaging
patents. On January 8, 2014 Kodak was delisted on the
New York Stock Exchange.

Birthplace of George Eastmand, Waterville NY

We take for granted the ease with which we take photos
today. Most people do not have cameras, they’re just part
of our cellular phones and everyone has a cell phone. The
evolution of the camera and what we take for granted today
can be directly attributed to George Eastman.

Eastman’s boyhood home now located in Mumford.

The youngest of three children, George Eastman was born
to Maria Kilbourn and George Washington Eastman on July
12, 1854 in the village of Waterville, New York. When he
was 5 years old his family moved to Rochester, New York

uncountable advances in photographic innovation. From
½PQGEQIVEWXSTVMRXMRKERHTYFPMWLMRKXSQSXMSRTMGXYVIW
Kodak made innovation its stock in trade.

George Eastman was judged “not especially gifted” when
measured against the academic standards of the day. He
took it upon himself to support his widowed mother and
two sisters, one who had polio. Eastman started his business
GEVIIVEWERMRWYVERGISJ½GIFS]EXXLIEKISJ&IJSVI
long he was writing his own policies. His ability to overcome
½RERGMEPEHZIVWMX]LMWKMJXJSVSVKERM^EXMSRERHQEREKIQIRX

/SHEOFIKERXSWXVYKKPI½RERGMEPP]MRXLIPEXI´W8LMW
½RERGMEPWXVYKKPIGERFIEXXVMFYXIHXSXLIHIGPMRIMRWEPIW
SJTLSXSKVETLMG½PQERH/SHEO´WWPS[RIWWMRXVERWMXMSRMRK
to digital photography even though they invented the core
technology used in current digital cameras. In 2012 Kodak
IRXIVIH'LETXIVVISVKERM^EXMSRERHIQFEVOIHSRE
series of changes to focus the company on commercial

$100 Contest Winner
You could be the next lucky reader
if you yawn while driving
through, you might just
QMWWMX&YXEW(SRERH
Charlene said, "it was a
great place to grow up
and bring up our family."
Don said that he used
to have to grab his copy
of EDITOR in one of our
local stores who carry it
but was thrilled that he
now gets it in his mail
box.
Our lucky winner this
month is Donald Jennings
JVSQ0EMVHWZMPPI&SVRERH
raised in the little hamlet
of Lairdsville, Don reminisced about the beauty
of being part of such a
small close knit community.

He and his wife Charlene live on one end
of Lairdsville and their
daughter on the far end
and Don joked that they
only live a half mile apart!
There is nothing wrong
with small towns! Lairdsville is one of those places

A favorite of his is seeing
the local advertisers. "It's
nice being able to support them and seeing
their ads all together is
great." Don stated. He
also said the light hearted
ready is great. He really
enjoys reading it and
Charlene piped in with,

"maybe you could put in
something about knitting
and crocheting. That might
be nice to see." I will see
what I can do Charlene.
We appreciate your participation, Don and thank
you for being a reader.
We wish you all a very
Merry Christmas and a
Happy and Healthy New
Year.
Thank you all for reading
and for your nice comments. We truly appreciate you! 

-RLMW½REPX[S]IEVW)EWXQER[EWMRMRXIRWITEMRGEYWIH
by a spinal disorder. He had trouble standing. His walk
FIGEQIEWPS[WLYJ¾I;MXLXLILIPTSJQSHIVRXIGLRSPSK]
Eastman’s condition might have been diagnosed as a form of
degenerative disease like a herniated disc or spinal stenosis,
EREVVS[MRKSJXLIWTMREPGEREPGEYWIHF]GEPGM½GEXMSRMR
the vertebrae. Eastman grew increasingly depressed due
to his pain, reduced ability to function, and also since he
had witnessed his mother’s suffering from pain. On March
14, 1932, Eastman committed suicide with a single gunshot
through the heart, leaving a note which read, “To my friends,
my work is done – Why wait? GE.”
The house on the old Eastman homestead, where his
father was born and where George spent his early years,
has since been moved to the Genesee Country Village and
Museum in Mumford, New York, outside of Rochester. Go
visit the home where the camera was practically born.
Remember to take lots of pictures. 
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As Time Goes By
-Dove Eye Center
by Anthony J. Palumbo, M.D.

Recently I woke up and said to myself, “WOW, we
have been performing LASIK Surgery for 20 years!
;LIVIHMHXLMWXMQIKS#²-VI¾IGXIHSRXLSWI¾IIXMRK
years which included my time as a young man in the
972EZ][LIVI-WIVZIHEWERIRKMRIIVMRKSJ½GIVSR
a mine sweeper. The precious memories associated
with the many events – our goals, other’s expectations,
patient personalities, the future, etc. How were
these challenges met, and what were the resultant
opportunities derived from this new direction? At
the center of this mission was the sharing of a lifealtering experience with others. Reminded of John F.
Kennedy’s powerful message, “Those who have much,
much is expected.” Subconsciously, this message
appeals to one’s inner beliefs. To be blessed is to be
shared. The LASIK story is the vehicle to share ones’
blessings.
The acronym LASIK is (Laser-Assisted In Situ
Kertomileusis) more commonly referred to as Laser
Vision correction (LVC). It is refractive surgery to
correct myopia, hyperopia, and astigmatism performed
F]ER3TLXLEPQSPSKMWX 1( [MXLEWTIGM½G)\GMQIV
0EWIV8IGLRMGEPP]XLI)\GMQIV+EW0EWIVSTIVEXIW
within the UV spectrum at 193nm. Argon gas is at
the heart of transmitted energy. In the form of a
dedicated beam of light energy, it is delivered to the
corneal surface, reshapes the surface according to
desired parameters, and ultimately provides a point
of focus, which results in vision. From the studies
of the Apollo space program, M.I.T. researchers
pioneered the entry into the LVC arena. Stephen
Trokel, M.D., and his team, is credited with the adaption
of this phenomenon to modern day LASIK. Since
FDA approval, in October 1995, millions of people
have undergone LVC surgery with a high degree of
success and inherent satisfaction. And, as time goes by,
progress continues, results are heightened and patient
expectations are clearly accomplished.
The LASIK experience is only part of my personal
FMKTMGXYVI1]QMWWMSRMRXSXLI½IPHSJQIHMGMRIMW
a journey of service. Someday, this story will be the
subject of shared satisfaction with patients, family,
and friends. The inspiration behind this journey was
born from my parents’ dreams. From a modest
background, their celestial goals – similar to many of
their generation – were to provide their children with
IWWIRXMEP[MWHSQSJLIPTMRKSXLIVWXS½RHEFIXXIV
XSQSVVS[ MI(EH[EWETSPMGISJ½GIVERH1SQ
worked at Broadacres as a nurses’ aid.) Changing
the face of humanity, one person at a time, was the
quintessential dream of our parents. LASIK for me was
their voice from heaven. And, this timeless dream was
to become a reality for me and my patients – as time
continues to go by.
Shortly after my Mother’s passing in 1990, an
opportunity presented itself when Summit Technology
of Waltham, MA embarked on a very ambitious
pathway attempting to eliminate the burden of
myopia. This opportunity was to become part of a
30 person team of United States Ophthalmologists
excited to study with Dr. John Marshall, a renowned
VIWIEVGLFMSQIHMGEPWGMIRXMWXMR)RKPERH,MWXIEQ[EW
charged with the responsibility to insure the safety
and accuracy of this evolving, life-altering experience.
,MWTYFPMWLIH[SVOW[IVIXLIFEWMWJSVVI½RIQIRX

Doctor Anthony J. Palumbo and office manager Julie Smith pictured at their Allegretto Wave Eye-Q laser.

of the Art and Science of Laser Vision Correction by
PRK (Photorefractive Keratectomy). Travels to learn
JVSQWGMIRXMWXWEFVSEH7[MX^IVPERHERH+IVQER]
soon followed. Later, opportunities embraced from
KMJXIHWYVKISRW(VW4YPME½XSERH7XIMRIVXSJ&SWXSR
provided the essential protocol for the FDA approval
TVSGIWW3R3GXSFIV8LI(SZI)]I'IRXIV
set in motion the initial pathway for Laser Vision
'SVVIGXMSRWYVKIV]-RGSRGIVX[MXL*SGYW)]I'IRXIV
of Canada, shared patient surgeries were performed.
±+PMXGLIW²[IVIGSVVIGXIHERHLIWMXEXMSRMRXVIEXQIRX
[EWVIHYGIH8LII\TIVMIRGIKEMRIH[MXL*SGYW)]I
– always patient-centered – was impressive. For the
most part, patient goals were met and satisfaction
ultimately was achieved. Transformation from a visually
VIWXVMGXIHPMJIXSIZIRXYEPP]½RHXMQIPIWWJVIIHSQJVSQ
spectacles was a tantamount accomplishment. Imagine
waking in the morning free from spectacles, and
experience the joy of seeing the bedside clock - - - or
to witness a beautiful sunrise on a new dawn. For
some, it was a personal victory; for me, it was a joy to
share my parents’ dream with others. Without equal,
this is a life-altering experience; a sense of Renaissance.
But more importantly, it became an indelible
achievement on one’s personal bucket list.
Many patients along this historic journey have
expressed appreciation and respect to applaud those
dedicated scientists who have transformed their
PMZIWF]ZMVXYISJXLI+MJXSJ7MKLX8LIWITEXMIRXW
HI½IHGSRZIRXMSRMRWIEVGLSJXLI-QTSWWMFPI(VIEQ
Incentivized by their accomplishments, they succeeded
in their own lives, more importantly, they “passed
the baton” to transform the lives, of others by simply
HI½RMRKEFIXXIVXSQSVVS[6EMWMRKXLIFEVMWEGPIEV
expression of giving. And by giving, a sense of euphoria
is experienced. Universally, the melody resonates, “The
&IEX+SIW3R²

LASIK is the pivotal instrument, which sets in motion
the realization of others’ dreams. We are all thankful
to our parents, unconditionally, as am I. Providing
my brother and sister with the essential wisdom, in
a small part, the face of humanity had been changed.
Today, we experience an enhancement for a better
XSQSVVS[*SVWSQI]IEVWVITVIWIRXWEWMKRM½GERX
TIVMSHSJXMQI+MZIRTIVWTIGXMZIXLMWTIVMSHMWSRP]
one timeless star collectively in an immense celestial
galaxy. History will repeat this story in many ways, by
many people for much in the same sharing manner.
Clearly, Dr. Trokel’s hard work, hope, and dreams have
succeeded in giving us a better tomorrow.

6IWTIGXJYPP]-SJXIRVI¾IGXSRXLIFVMPPMERGISJ0SYMW
Armstrong - - -

“I see trees of green, red roses too
I see them bloom, for me and you
And I think to myself
What a Wonderful World”

Yes, personally, it is a wonderful journey – The fruition
of a dream from long ago by caring parents

And yes, it is a Wonderful World - - %W±8MQI+SIW&]²
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Sherrill thanks you
Joe’s Jerky
by Al Dorantes
Whether you keep a
package of beef jerky in your
desk for a mid afternoon
snack or it is in your back
pack for a hiking trek,
beef jerky has made the

transition from traditional
necessity to an everyday
staple. Joe’s Jerky, located at
190 E. State Street in Sherrill
in the Old Gingerbread
,SYWIQEOIWXLI½RIWX
jerky around.

Joe’s Jerky started 3 years
ago in a 900 square foot
storefront. Joe’s Jerky is the
creation of Jodie Lynn Patla
and her father, Joe Robinson.
Joe took a friend’s recipe
and expanded it to make it
shelf stable. Joe has been
a butcher and meat cutter
since he was 14; he has
been cutting meat for 50
years.
The jerky process is as
simple as the methods our
ancestors used; drying out
meat. But Joe’s Jerky has
modern technology and
modern equipment to
help him out. The meat, all
natural Angus bottom round
¾EXWEVVMZIWEXXLIWLST
The beef is trimmed and
then sliced. Next comes
the process of separating
each piece of meat by hand
so it can be marinated. The
meat slices are tumbled in
Joe’s Jerky’s secret spices

and then they take a rest
in the cooler for 24 hours.
Each piece is put on racks
where they are smoked and
dehydrated in Joe’s giant
walk in smoker. Once the
slices of meat reach the
appropriate humidity they
are removed from the racks
and bagged by hand.
The jerky is available in 8
HMJJIVIRX¾EZSVWMRGPYHMRK
Original, Teriyaki, Hot Teriyaki,
Hot, Sizzlin’ Hot, Buffalo
Style Chicken, Peppered,
and Hillbilly Peppered. You
GER½RH.SI´W.IVO]EXSZIV
100 different locations; from
wineries to fruit stands,
at Joe’s Jerky and on the
internet.
Joe’s Jerky is more than
just beef jerky. They are
a market featuring an old
fashioned meat market.
They make their own
hamburger patties, sausage,
and custom cuts. They are
an old fashioned butcher
featuring Boar’s Head deli
meat.

Famous for their beef jerky... and also for thier Jerky Treats for your
furry family members. Grab a package for your best friend’s Christmas
stocking!
preservatives Joe’s Jerky uses
the same ingredients you
would use at home. They
even sell crock pots!

of local tastes, and old
fashioned candy too!
Joe’s Jerky is expanding
and growing. They are open

Joe’s Jerky features an old fashioned meat market and butcher shop. Meat packages are available to meet
your family’s needs. Always fresh. Their deli features Boar’s Head meats.
An innovative product they
have cooked up at Joe’s
Jerky is crock pot meals. The
all natural, homemade meals
are a convenient supper just
waiting for you. You simply
pop the contents in your
crock pot and the crock pot
does the work. With no

Their bakery churns out
pies with homemade crusts,
cheese cakes, Italian cookies,
and more. They make sub
sandwiches and fresh soups.
If you are hungry Joe’s Jerky
has something that will
hit the spot for you; jerky,
deli meats, subs, crock pot
meals, soup, pies, a multitude

7 days a week working
hard to make sure you have
a wide variety of quality
items made locally. And
great jerky too! For more
MRJSVQEXMSRKSXS[[[
jerkyworks.net or follow
XLIQSR*EGIFSSO.SIW
Jerky 
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Sherrill thanks you

“

Libbey’s Good News Gift Shop
and Sew Blessed
people saw her sewing skills
and complimented her she
thought she should add
sewing to the business.

Libbeys is located right on Route 5 in Sherrill.
by Al Dorantes
A stitch in time saves 9. If
you miss that opportunity
then bring your sewing or
mending to Libbey’s Good
News Gift Shop and Sew
Blessed. Libbey’s is located
at 77 East State Street
(Route 5) in Sherrill, New
York. The gift shop has
been open for 16 years and
Libbey has been sewing
professionally for 9 years.
Libbey started with SMC,
a giftware and general
merchandise marketer. She
would buy merchandise

so people could see the
items. It got to the point
where in order to bring in
new merchandise boxes
and boxes of old stuff
would have to go. She
started going to farmers
markets and shows to sell
merchandise. In 1998 her
husband, Paul, prompted
Libbey to open a shop for
her birthday in Oneida.
She bought their current
location 7 years ago. The
gift shop was slow at times,
in-between customers
she started sewing for her
granddaughters. When

Libbey will sew anything.
From buttons to wedding
gowns. She also does
repairs. She will put in new
zippers and sew on buttons.
She creates dance and skate
costumes and even does
upholstery, if you can bring
it into the store. Libbey
will shorten or lengthen
or take in or let out as
needed. She explained
that she has sewn for many
weddings; bridal gowns and
bridesmaids. Libbey has also
created First Communion
gowns, baptismal gowns, and
men’s suits. Libbey is also
equipped to make leather
repairs, do quilting and
embroidery.
Libbey explained that she
has been sewing since she
was a kid. She said, “When
I was a little girl I was tall.
My mother sewed clothes
for me. When I was 7 my
WMWXIVLEHE±Q]½VWX7MRKIV²
sewing machine. I went and
got a piece of fabric and
made my own handkerchief.
It just came naturally. I used
to stitch doll clothes; you
REQIMX²
Libbey also gives sewing
lessons. Choose from
private lessons or group
classes. Group lessons will
begin in January. Classes are
one night per week with the
course lasting 4-6 lessons.
Each lesson lasts 1 and a half
hours. Students will start at
the beginning; you will pick
a pattern, pick the fabric,
½XXLITEXXIVRERHPIEVRXS
sew. Students will learn on
Libbey’s sewing machines. If
you want to learn on your
own machine she suggests
private lessons.
Libby explained that every
group of lessons involves
making a pattern or students
will receive a pattern. It is
something they will learn to
make.

The only Christian gift shop in the Sherrill area, Libbey’s also has a nice
selection of greeting cards for all occasions.

Libbey’s gift shop is the
Sherrill area’s only Christian
gift shop. From bibles to
KMJXERHGEVHW]SYGER½RH
all your inspirational items

“How many observe Christ’s birthday!
How few, His precepts!”
~Benjamin Franklin
at Libbey’s Good News
Gift Shop and Sew Blessed.
Crosses, nativities, and
candles can all be had at
great deals.

Make sure you save your
buttons and bring any of
your sewing, mending, and
tailoring to Libbey. For
more information go to:
www.mysewblessed.com
or follow her on facebook:
Libbey’s Good News Gift
Shop & Sew Blessed 
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12 Days of Christmas’ items top $34K
-up 0.6 percent
by JOE MANDAK
Associated Press
PITTSBURGH (AP) _
Lords a-leaping is the U.S.
economy slow to recover!
The cost of 10 lords
a-leaping increased 3 percent over last year, but nine
of the other 12 gifts listed
in the carol ``The Twelve
Days of Christmas’’ stayed
the same price as last year,
according to the 32nd annual PNC Wealth Management Christmas Price Index
released Monday.

_ Partridge, $25; last year:
$20; Pear tree, $190; last
year: $188

_ Seven swans a-swimming,
$13,125; last year: same

_ Eight maids a-milking,
$58; last year: same
_ Two turtle doves, $290;
last year: $260

The index is a whimsical
way the Pittsburgh-based
FEROXVEGOWMR¾EXMSR
The set of gifts spelled out
MRXLI½REPZIVWISJXLIWSRK
would cost $34,131 this
year, or 0.6 percent more
than the adjusted 2014 price
of $33,933. PNC decided to
adjust the historic prices of
turtle doves and swans after
realizing the prices quoted
F]ZIRHSVWHMHR´XVI¾IGXXLI
birds’ overall value on the
open market over the years.

_ Nine ladies dancing (per
performance), $7,553; last
year: same
_ Three French hens, $182;
last year: same

While the good news is
that the price of consumer
goods isn’t rising very much,
it also means demand for
those goods is down, at least
partly due to wage stagnation.
The government’s Con_ Four calling birds (canarsumer Price Index has
ies), $600; last year: same
TIKKIHMR¾EXMSREXEFSYX
percent, Dunigan said.
The bird in the bush rose
3.5 percent overall, mostly
because partridges now
cost $25 each, up from
$20, because partridges
are increasingly popular as
gourmet food. Pear trees
inched up from $188 to just
under $190.
Turtle doves increased 11.5
percent, from $260 to $290,
mostly due to increased
grain prices that pushed up
feed costs.

_ 10 lords a-leaping (per
performance), $5,508; last
year: $5,348

_ 11 pipers piping (per
performance), $2,635; last
year: same
_ Five gold rings, $750; last
year: same

The lords a-leaping are
more expensive because
labor costs increased their
price from $5,348 to $5,509.
PNC calculates the prices
from sources including retailers, bird hatcheries and two
Philadelphia dance groups,
the Pennsylvania Ballet and
Philadanco.
A buyer who purchased
all the items each time they
are mentioned in the song
would spend $155,407.18.
The full set of prices:

_ Six geese-a-laying, $360;
last year: same

_ 12 drummers drumming
(per performance), $2,855;
last year: same 
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Steve’s Restorations & Hot Rods
-chosen as one of the elite for the new “American Restoration “ series coming in early ‘16
by Al Dorantes

restore pieces of America’s
history, but also create new
and awe re-purposed items
of the past. Steve said, “The
show will show a small town
group of guys doing what
they love and hopefully we
can inspire others.”

The American hot rod is
part of the American fabric
like baseball and apple pie.
On the sweeping curve
of Route 5S between
Schuyler and Utica is Steve’s
Restorations and Hot
Rods. Inside the pristine
shop Steve Hale and his
crew build hot rods and
will soon be featured on
HISTORY’s show “American
Restoration.”
Steve’s Restorations and
Hot Rods specializes in high
quality antique restorations,
redesigns and creating
one of a kind vehicles
and motorcycles. Owner
Steve Hale is considered
by many to be an industry
prodigy, having been in the
restoration business since
he was 16 years old painting
hot rods in his garage. Steve
and his guys breathe new
life into pieces of Americana
that no one would ever
think could possibly live
again.

home, restored it, and made
himself a nice ride. That
was the beginning of his
automotive adventure.

For Steve Hale it began
with bodywork when he
was around 16 years old.
He wanted to restore a
car, a 1950’s Chevy. He
GEPPIHSREGPEWWM½IHEHFYX
missed out on the Chevy.
The guy said “I have a 60’s
Jaguar.” Steve bought it, a
1960 Mark One in rough
shape, brought it back

As the years passed Steve
restored more and more
projects. He explained that
he has a great relationship
with PPG, it has really helped
take his paint work to the
next level. He eventually
began doing big car shows.
Steve made contacts at the
SEMA show in Las Vegas,
one of the largest shows.

Owner, Steve Hale, right, with part of his amazing crew: center, Peter Wilcox and left, Keith Williams . Front
and center, Wylee, Steve’s German Shepherd who as Steve says, “is really the star of the show!” Watch your
local TV listings for the airing of “American Restoration” which will feature Steve’s Restorations & Hot Rods
early in 2016!
SEMA features after-market
manufacturers, original
equipment manufacturers,
media, car dealers, specialty
equipment distributors,

the “American Restoration”
show. The new direction
of the show would take
a different look into
other shops. “American

Another item in the
menagerie of Steve’s shop
is the fearsome lion drinking
fountain from the Utica Zoo.
Steve and his crew restored
the fountain to its current

Mr. Muscle, arm wrestling machine is one of Steve’s pet projects that he
restored for a friend and arm wrestling champion.

The fierce lion drinking fountain which is a part of the Utica Zoo’s history is lovingly being restored by the crew at Steve’s Restorations and Hot
Rods. Expect to see him roaring again this spring.

With all the hot rods, cars,
and projects in the shop it
is hard to pick something to
highlight without giving away
“American Restoration”
spoilers. One item that
does stand out is a classic
1980’s Mr. Muscle arm
wrestling machine by
Zamperla. For a quarter
challengers can arm wrestle
Mr. Muscle and test their
strength. The bulging biceps
of Mr. Muscle seldom lose.
Zamperla made 2 other
strength testing games
around the same time as
Mr. Muscle; K.O. Punch
ball which measured how
hard you punched and El
Toro Strength Tester which
measured your strength by
squeezing the horns of a
bull. Steve explained that
the Mr. Muscle game was
a really cool project done
for a friend and customer
who is an arm wrestling
champion.

installers, retailers and
restoration specialists.
One day the production
company called. They were
revamping and rebooting

6IWXSVEXMSR²JSPPS[W½ZISJ
the best restoration shops
in the United States as the
owners and their incredibly
talented teams not only

condition and Steve stores
the lion at the shop during
the winter season. The
tawny yellow lion sparkles as
he waits for spring to return
to the zoo.
Steve Hale explained that
every project is important
to them. He said, “A piece
of us leaves the shop with
every project.” He went on
to explain that he has been
working hard the last couple
of months (the last 10
years actually) with a great
group of guys in the shop.
Steve has not let the show
business side of things affect
him. He still welds and
paints. “If I put my stamp of
approval on it I want to be
involved.”
While all the welding,
fabricating, wiring, painting
and design done at Steve’s
Restorations and Hot Rods
QEOI½PQMRK±%QIVMGER
Restoration” easy the real
star of the show is Wylee,
Steve’s German Shepherd.
Wylee has free reign of the
shop and is the top dog.
HISTORY plans on airing
the rebooted “American
Restoration” in early 2016.
Check your local listings and
tune in.
Be sure to like his page
on facebook too: https://
www.facebook.com/
stevesrestorations 
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Twomey Construction and Interior
by Daniel Baldwin
Renovating an old home may be the toughest job for
many residents who do not have construction or renovating
experience. But fortunately there is a local construction

company that does this sort of work. Twomey Construction
and Interiors does basement and house renovations. They
replace house siding, tiles, and windows. The company even
builds houses from the ground up.
“Basically we build houses,” President and CEO of the
company Jim Twomey said. “We do siding, replace a lot of
windows, renovations. We do everything from the ground
up.”
Twomey Construction and Interiors has had a great deal
of business success. The company’s craftsmanship and skill,
during every remodeling project, has earned them the
Remoldeler Project of the Quarter award from CertainTeed
Corp. Twomey said that the business has done 80-to-120
projects per year.
Their headquarters is located on Doyle Rd. in Utica, and
they have been around since the late 1980s, according to
Twomey.
“We started part-time,” Twomey said, “then gradually we
got so busy and had a lot of customers that we decided
to go full-time. We started out with Twomey Home
Improvement, and then we decided to incorporate and
change the name to Twomey Construction and Interiors
Inc.”
Twenty-three years ago, this company started doing small
construction projects as well as painting. “Way long ago a
$4,000 job was big,” Twomey said again, “We did a lot more
smaller jobs than we’re doing today. We did a lot of paneling
and painting apartments. We never really forgot where we
started.”
Twomey said that his team has all the tools and equipment
to get the job done at a fast pace. “Before we start the job,
everything is already picked out,” he said. “So we were able
to really get the job done in a timely manner because we
are not waiting for (paint) colors. We are not waiting for

window sizes. Everything is picked out before we start the
job, and that enables us to go in and get it done.”
The company today still has all the tools, window sizes,
colors, tiles, and panels to complete projects as soon as
possible. In order to make every house or indoor renovation
look amazing, Twomey Construction uses siding and other
products that are built and shipped from CertainTeed
Corp. Twomey has a trailer that contains all the tools that
the company needs to do this sort of work; from saws to
hammers, and wrenches to nail guns.
Building, renovating, and craftsmanship are the company’s
goals, but it is not the only one. Twomey said that his
team is also focused on helping the local area and making
residents happy.
“We just want our customers to be happy, and we enjoy
what we do. It’s just a good feeling when the homeowner
comes home and they got a new room or kitchen, and we
just want to make them happy. We really enjoy working
with the people here.”
After receiving national
recognition, from Certain
Teed, for their outstanding
remodeling projects,
Twomey said that his
construction team has high
hopes for next year.
“We look forward
towards another good
year next year,” Twomey
said. “Working alongside
everybody else, and just
trying to get out a good
product.” 

“

“There are
only
the pursued,
the pursuing,
the busy
and
the tired.”
~F. Scott Fitzgerald,
The Great Gatsby
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Creative ways to ring in the new year
Counting down the hours
until the new year can
be exciting, as the world
anxiously anticipates the
adventures in store for the

months ahead.
Celebrating the new year
dates back thousands of
years to the ancient Babylonians, who celebrated

ERI[]IEVGSQIXLI½VWX
full moon after the spring
equinox. The new year is
now commemorated in various ways across the globe.
According to History.com,
one million people gather
in New York City’s Time

Square to watch the famed
crystal ball drop each year.
Across the pond in London,
celebrants watch thousands
SJMRHMZMHYEP½VI[SVOW
launch over the Thames
River. In Sydney, Australia,
roughly one million people

line the shoreline each year
XS[EXGLE½VI[SVOWWLS[
over the famed harbor.
To match the excitement
of New Year’s festivities, each
year party hosts and hostesses are on the lookout for
innovative ways to entertain
and ensure everyone has a
blast. The following are a few
ways to do just that as you
and your guests prepare to
close the book on 2015 and
usher in 2016.
• Go bowling. New Year’s
Eve probably isn’t a big
league night, so it’s likely you
can reserve a number of

lanes. Book in advance to
take advantage of affordable
food and drink packages.
Some alleys now offer more
than just bowling, with live
music or deejay entertainment as well. You do not
have to be a professional
bowler, either, as the goal of
bowling with friends is to
simply have some fun and
make some lasting memories.
8V]E±½VWX²8LIVIMWE
½VWXXMQIJSVIZIV]XLMRK
and why not try something
you have been thinking
about doing for some time
SRXLI½VWXHE]SJXLIRI[
year? Maybe you’re ready
to tap into your adventurous side and try skydiving.
Or, you may be looking to
travel abroad to experience
something you have longed
to see, such as the Egyptian
pyramids or the city lights in
the romantic city of Paris.
• Cheer for every time
zone. Thanks to the various time zones across
the globe, “Happy New
=IEV²MWWLSYXIHQYPXMTPI
times throughout the night
on New Year’s Eve. TimeandDate.com notes that,
depending on how you
HI½RIXLIXMQI^SRIERHMJ
you include the International
Date Line, there are 24 or
25 standard time zones. That
gives revelers 25 opportunities to usher in the new year.
Choose a country in each
time zone, and then employ
that country’s cultural
traditions to celebrate the
new year.
• Design a scavenger hunt.
A fun activity for both adults
and children, scavenger
hunts can send guests in
search of clues and answers based on things that
happened over the previous
12 months. Include photos
and other mementos when
preparing clues. 
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Parkway Drugs
- Celebrating 50 years with 3 generations of family members
10pm; 7 days a week. You can count on an owner being at
one of the stores. Parkway Drugs started in 1965, with Tony
and Rock plus 4 employees and now has over 160 people
employed including 16 pharmacists at their Albany Street,
French Road,.and North Utica stores combined.
What really is amazing is that from just 2 high school
buddies turned Pharmacists, with 9 children between the
2 of them, that 6 of them became pharmacists. Now their
families together have a total 11 licensed pharmacists and
1 future pharmacist to carry on the legacy of Parkway
Drugs. All those numbers plus the goal of commitment to
customer service equals 50 years of success.

Now their families together have a
total eleven licensed pharmacists and
one future pharmacist...

The Parkway Drugs family from left: Founder Rock Femia Sr., Rocco Femia, Vin Chiffy, Tony Chiffy Jr., Joe Chiffy. Missing from photo is Jim Femia.
by Al Dorantes

Pharmacy.

November marks the 50th Anniversary of Parkway
Drugs. Utica’s home town drug store has been focused
on customer satisfaction and continues to service the
community, providing that hometown feel that you just do
not get from a big box chain.

Taking a look at Parkway Drugs by the numbers and you
cannot help but be impressed. Parkway Drugs opened
XLIMV½VWXWXSVIEXXLIGSVRIVSJ'YPZIV%ZIRYIERH%PFER]
Street on November 3, 1965. In 1989 they opened the 2nd
Parkway Drugs location on French Road in the Chanatry’s
Plaza. 2008 saw their third store open in the “Big Lots Plaza”
in North Utica.

In 1965, Rocco Femia and Anthony Chiffy, longtime
JVMIRHWFVSXLIVWMRPE[ERHTLEVQEGMWXWSTIRIHXLIMV½VWX
store on the corner of Culver and Albany streets. Today,
3 generations of family members are involved in the
business with Anthony Chiffy III attending Albany College of

Parkway Drugs does a large volume of prescriptions per
week and has 9 delivery cars delivering 7 days a week. The
Albany Street and French Road stores are now open 9am-

Parkway Drugs owes its success to family. Along with the
numerous pharmacists ready to help you, their commitment
to customer service, the parents instilled family oriented
values to serve the community. Parkway Drugs supports
many local efforts and they donate a great deal to local
charities. To celebrate their 50th Anniversary, Parkway
(VYKWKEZIE[E]¯²¾EXWGVIIR8:´W¯M4EHW¯Apple
8:ERH many other prizes. 50 years is only the beginning for
the family of pharmacists at Parkway Drugs. The real prize is
their dedication to customer service and the community. 

“

The only rock I know that stays
steady, the only institution I
know that works, is the family.
~Lee Iacocca
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A Yuletide Dinner

SPECIAL
2016 Membership

$

200.00

per person

Cart Rental Required
To take advantage of this special
price, rental of a golf cart is
required for each round of golf.
Special is limited
to the first 100 sold.
Membership includes reciprocal
play at 10 other local golf
courses, preferred tee times, pro
shop discounts and more.
Openings available for
Golf Leagues on
Monday & Wednesday

For more information
call (315) 733-5663 or
email:
stonebridge09@yahoo.com

by Carly Proulx
Yuletide has ties going back
to the religious festivals
of the Germanic historic
peoples, and scholars
found its connection with
the Wild Hunt, an ancient
folk myth prevalent across
Northern, Western and
Central Europe. As a kid I

went caroling with a group
of kids from my school,
and when I’d sing out loud
the lyrics “Troll the ancient
Yuletide carol, Fa la la la la,
la la la la. See the blazing
Yule before us, Fa la la la
la, la la la la,” from the song
Deck the Halls it never
occurred to me to ask what
in Santa’s reindeers was the
meaning of Yule. I suppose I
thought it meant spreading
the Christmas spirit, as this
is the message in most any
and all Christmas songs. This
year on December 10, 2015
from 6pm-8pm in Little Falls,
NY however, Yuletide will
come to mean a 1st year
feast celebration at the D. H.
Burrell Overlook Mansion.
A great way for the new
managers of the Overlook,

Michael and Margaret
Robertson, to meet, greet,
and rejoice with the folks
of Little Falls this Holiday
season. The menu is spot
on festive, and seems a
real treat for those who
haven’t yet taken up fowl for
Christmas. A Farm to Table
event has been lost on the
map of our small city, and
we’re all extremely grateful
to the new management for
½REPP]½RHMRKMXMXWVMKLXJYP
place. The dinner menu will
be featuring roast goose,
turkey, and duck. Other
exciting menu items are
sweet potatoes, roasted
½RKIVPMRKTSXEXSIWWIEWSREP
vegetables, and fall salad
greens. And let us not forget
locally ground coffee, apple
crisp, pumpkin pie, and
locally made gelato to reign
it all in on a pallet cleansing
sweet note.
A 6pm a wine and cheese
tasting with local wines
and cheese will begin the
evening to be followed by
a buffet dinner at 6:30pm.
Ending the evening on a
Yuletide note will be the

choral presentation of
seasonal music. I sure do
miss the piano in our old
house where my great great
grandma Grace would sit
and play Silent Night and
other such fashionably
seasonal tunes, and being a
kid, along with all my school
pals running the streets
in merry song. This night
seems a perfect way to get
in touch with the Christmas
spirit, keep it in your heart
year round, and embrace
XLI½VWX]IEVIZIV*EVQXS
Table feast at the Mansion.
Featuring products from
Lamb’s Ear Acres, Jones
Family Farm, Bouchard Farm
II, Gaia’s Breath Farm, and a
few others the whole event
is a local foodie’s dream
come true. You get to taste
what surrounds you, the
fascinating products people
are creating, and will come
to know your options for
shopping locally in the
future.
New owners Michael
and Margaret Robertson,
prior to undertaking the
Overlook, owned and ran a

EDITOR

greenhouse operation and
produce farm called M&M
Robertson Farms, LLC in
western PA. Moving with
their two children, ages 7
and 10 to the area over this
past summer they began
taking over the Overlook
operations this last midOctober, 2015. All four
have found Little Falls to
be a warm and welcoming
community, and after 17
years on their former farm
Michael and Margaret are
ready to embrace the
wonderful change of this
small city, and the open
doors of opportunity
provided by the new venue
at the Overlook Mansion.
After having spent a good
amount of time on one
side of the farming fence
the new management have
admitted that they look
forward to working on the
other side of the local foods
system, and will remain a
huge supporter of sustaining
Farm to Table dinners inside
their new community.

Continued on page 46
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PO Box 121, 6113 State Hwy. 5
Palatine Bridge, NY 13428
800-836-2888 • Fax: 518-673-2381

classified@leepub.com

Just Good Reading

Number / Classification
20 Air Compressors
25 Air Tools
35 Announcements
45 Antiques
55 Appraisal Services
75 ATV
80 Auctions
82 Auto Body
110 Bedding Plants
120 Bees-Beekeeping
130 Bird Control
140 Books
155 Building Materials/ Supplies
157 Building Repair
160 Buildings For Sale
161 Bulk Foods / Spices
165 Business Opportunities
170 Butchering Supplies
173 Carpentry
175 Cars, Trucks, Trailers
180 Catalogs
182 Catering
190 Chain Saws
195 Cheesemaking Supplies
205 Christmas
214 Clocks & Repair
215 Collectibles
216 Clothing
235 Computers
253 Consignment
265 Construction Equipment For Rent
275 Construction Machinery Wanted
277 Construction Services
280 Construction Supplies
312 Crafts
325 Custom Butchering
330 Custom Services
360 Deer-Butchering & Hides
370 Dogs
410 Electrical
415 Employment Wanted
440 Farm Machinery For Sale
445 Farm Machinery Wanted
447 Farm Market Items
460 Fencing
470 Financial Services
480 Fish
483 Flooring
495 For Rent or Lease
500 For Sale
510 Fresh Produce, Nursery
525 Fruits & Berries
527 Furniture
529 Garage Sales
530 Garden Supplies
535 Generators
537 Gifts
575 Greenhouse Supplies
585 Guns
587 Hair Styling
589 Hardware
600 Health Care/Products
605 Heating
610 Help Wanted
653 Hotel / Motel
683 Jewelers
700 Lawn & Garden
711 Lessons
760 Lumber & Wood Products
790 Maple Syrup Supplies
805 Miscellaneous
810 Mobile Homes
811 Monuments
812 Multi Media
813 Music
815 Motorcycles
817 Nails
820 Nurseries
910 Plants
950 Real Estate For Sale
955 Real Estate Wanted
960 RVs & Motor Homes
975 Rentals
980 Restaurant Supplies
1040 Services Offered
1075 Snowblowers
1080 Snowmobiles
1096 Sports
1109 Thrift
1140 Trailers
1147 Trains
1148 Travel
1165 Trees
1170 Truck Parts & Equipment
1180 Trucks
1187 Vacuum
1190 Vegetable
1200 Veterinary
1205 Wanted

Announcements

For Rent

# # # # #

183 Main Street,
Sharon Springs, NY 13459
Legal live-in storefront with 1
to 2 bedrooms in Sharon
Springs, NY. Very sunny,
1,000 s/f storefront with
large front porch. 2 entrance
doors will allow you to have
a separate shop or to sublet
part of the space to an independent shopkeeper to help
with the rent. New kitchen
appliances and shower.
Beautiful setting. $775/
month includes heat and hot
water. Tenant pays electric.
Available June 1st or sooner.
References and verifiable
long-term employment a
must. Best contact
giacomo.dennis@gmail.com
or call 518-312-3800 and
leave a message.

ADVERTISERS

Get the best responses from
your advertisements by
including the age, condition,
price and best calling hours.
Also, we always recommend
insertion for at least 2 issues
for
maximum
benefits.
DEADLINE for placing ads is
FRIDAY prior to edition date.
Call Peg at 1-800-836-2888
or 518-673-0111

CHECK YOUR AD - ADVERTISERS should check their

ads on the first week of
insertion. Lee Publications,
Inc. shall not be liable for
typographical, or errors in
publication except to the
extent of the cost of the first
weeks insertion of the ad,
and shall also not be liable
for damages due to failure to
publish an ad. Adjustment
for errors is limited to the
cost of that portion of the ad
wherein the error occurred.
Report any errors to 800836-2888

Automotive

ILION: Beautiful New upstairs
apartment. One bedroom and
Two bedroom, appliances,
laundry facility, parking, no
smoking/pets. Lease, references. 315-866-2552

Legal Services
BANKRUPTCY, Uncontested
Divorce, Family Court, Closings, Traffic; Attorney Fee
$525.00. Richard Kaplan 315724-1850

ATTENTION:
Remanufactured starters, alternators,
generator. Prompt service,
Gary D. Sneath 315-826-7892

JUNK CARS,
TRUCKS & VANS
PAYING $50 & UP
7 Days a Week

315-335-3302

ED I TOR

MAIL
OR CALL

Just Good Reading

PO Box 121, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428

$4.00/

Ph: 518-673-3011 OR 800-836-2888

14 words
$.10 each additional
per week

Deadline Friday 2pm - Fill Out This Form OR
Call Us To Place Your Reader Ad
• CLASSIFIED READER AD FORM •
Today s Date________
COPY:

____ # of Weeks to Run

______Starting Issue Date (Friday Date)

(First 14 words $4.00, each additional word 10¢, phone number counts as one word)

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

14 words - $4.00

15 words - $4.10

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

16 words - $4.20

17 words - $4.30

18 words - $4.40

19 words - $4.50

20 words - $4.60

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

21 words - $4.70

22 words - $4.80

23 words - $4.90

24th word - $5.00

25 words - $5.10

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

26 words - $5.20

27 words - $5.30

28 words - $5.40

29th word - $5.50

30 words - $5.60

______________

______________

______________

______________

31 words - $5.70

32 words - $5.80

33 words - $5.90

34th word - $6.00

Name (Print): ____________________________________________________________________
Farm/Company Name: ______________________________________________________________
Street: __________________________________________ County: ________________________
City: __________________________________________ State: __________ Zip: ______________
Phone #:______________________ Fax #: __________________ Cell #: ____________________
Email Address: ____________________________________________________________________
Payment Method: K Check/Money Order K American Express K Discover K Visa K MC
Card #: ____________________________________________________ Exp. Date: ____________
MM / YY
* (REQ.) Card Security Code #____________
Name on Credit Card (print): ________________________________________________________
Signature: ______________________________________________ Today s Date: ______________
MM / YY
Amount Paid: __________________________________________________
Ph: 518-673-3011 or 800-836-2888 • Fax: 518-673-2381 • Email: classified@leepub.com

Cars, Trucks, Trailers

WANTED

CLIP & SEND

Mail: Editor, PO Box 121, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428

Real Estate For Sale

Real Estate For Sale

Services Offered
MAN WITH A PICKUP
TRUCK:
Small
moves,
cleanouts, fall leaf clean-up,
snowplowing. 315-982-9302,
315-542-2056

Collectibles
ATTENTION: Collector Buying
WWI & WWII & earlier Military
Helmets, Swords, Uniforms,
Foreign Decorations, Banners, etc. Call anytime 315534-3661

EDITOR
Just Good Reading
To Place An Ad Call:
1-800-836-2888
To Subscribe Call:
888-596-5329

Wanted
ATTENTION: Collector Buying
WWI & WWII & earlier Military
Helmets, Swords, Uniforms,
Foreign Decorations, Banners, etc. Call anytime 315534-3661

Wood For Sale
SEASONED FIREWOOD:
$75.00 face cord. Delivery
available. First 5 miles free.
315-982-7489

Call Us
Today For
Your
Subscription
To:

Editor
Editor
Is our
Ourtwice
Once
is
Month
aAmonth
publication.
Advertising
from Small
Business, all the
way to personal
items.

888-596-5329
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Carl Nicastro
- My MS Battle
is damaged or destroyed, nerve impulses
traveling to and from the brain and spinal
cord are distorted or interrupted, producing
E[MHIZEVMIX]SJW]QTXSQW8LIHMWIEWI
is thought to be triggered in a genetically
susceptible individual by a combination
of one or more environmental factors.
Symptoms of MS, which vary from one
person to another and over time for any
given individual, depending on where the
damage occurs.
StemGenex, a stem cell treatment center,
took the stem cells from Carl’s belly fat.
Once the cells are extracted they are mixed
with platelets that have previously been
WITEVEXIHJVSQLMWS[RFPSSH8LEXQM\XYVI
MWXLIRMRNIGXIHFEGOMRXS'EVP´WFSH]8LI
stem cells then repair any damage that’s
been done. Carl saw almost instantaneous
results. His vision returned and he saw
more and more improvements every day.
Carl Nicastro with some happy book buyers!
by Al Dorantes
Multiple Sclerosis is like a brick wall,
unforgiving and predictable in its pattern.
Carl Nicastro was diagnosed with Multiple
Sclerosis and he has been battling MS
for 20 years. He made progress with
stem cell treatments and wrote a book
about it. Hoping to inspire and also raise
awareness of stem cell research and stem
cell treatments he penned, “My MS Battle Winning With Stem Cells.”
What is MS? Multiple sclerosis (MS) is
an immune-mediated process in which an
abnormal response of the body’s immune
system is directed against the central
nervous system (CNS), which is made up
of the brain, spinal cord and optic nerves.
Within the CNS, the immune system attacks
myelin, the fatty substance that surrounds
ERHMRWYPEXIWXLIRIVZI½FIVWEW[IPPEW
XLIRIVZI½FIVWXLIQWIPZIW8LIHEQEKIH
myelin forms scar tissue (sclerosis), which
gives the disease its name. When any
TEVXSJXLIQ]IPMRWLIEXLSVRIVZI½FIV

Carl Nicastro has received 2 stem cell
treatments thus far. Carl said, “And I’m
going to do it again. I just have to sell these
books.” He explained that the results of
stem cell research are sitting right here. Carl
is facing different challenges every day and is
trying to get the word out to sell his book
to raise funds for more stem cell treatments.
Carl Nicastro said, “I never thought I would
write a book. But, I had a story to tell. I was
down to where I couldn’t even brush my
teeth, I could hardly talk. After the stem cell
treatment I am improving every day.”
“My MS Battle - Winning With Stem Cells”
retails for $14.95 and can be purchased via
Carl’s Facebook page, https://bookblues.
com/biographies/99-my-multiple-sclerosisbattle-winning-with-stem-cells-9780692560.
html8LIFSSOGEREPWSFITYVGLEWIHEX
Fratellos’s Pizza in Frankfort. He is having
a book signing at the St. Francis club in
Frankfort on Sunday, December 20th at
2:00 pm. Carl Nicastro has a post on his
Facebook page where he reached out to
Ellen DeGeneres. Carl wants to go on
Ellen’s show and dance with her. Stop by
Carl’s Facebook page and share the post. 

“

We are constituted so that simple acts of
kindness, such as giving to charity or
expressing gratitude, have a positive effect on
our long-term moods.
The key to the happy life, it seems,
is the good life:
a life with sustained relationships,
challenging work,
and connections to community.
~Paul Bloom
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Snoezelen
by Al Dorantes
On October 8, 2015 the Masonic Care Community
unveiled its Snoezelen Room. The room, located in the
Health Pavilion is a dark room except for the lights coming
JVSQXLILYKIFYFFPIXYFIWERH½FIVSTXMGW8LIVIEVI
comfy chairs, images can be projected on the walls, and
there is aromatherapy. This new alternative therapy is made
possible by a donation from Andrew and Mary Hendry
and will help seniors with memory loss, dementia, and
Alzheimer’s.
Snoezelen is a therapy for people with autism and other
developmental disabilities, dementia or brain injury. It
consists of placing the person in a soothing and stimulating
environment, called a “Snoezelen room.” These rooms
are specially designed to deliver stimuli to various senses,
using lighting effects, color, sounds, music, scents, etc.
The combination of different materials on a wall may
FII\TPSVIHYWMRKXEGXMPIWIRWIWERHXLI¾SSVQE]FI
adjusted to stimulate the sense of balance. The person is
generally accompanied by an aide or therapist. The therapy
was originally developed in the Netherlands in the 1970’s.
Snoezelen rooms have been established in institutions all
over the world and are especially common in Germany,
where more than 1,200 exist.
Administrator of the Health Pavilion Tammy Wheeler
explained that dementia residents do not process sensory
stimulation in the same way as other residents. She said,
“Snoezelen allows the residents to individualize what works
for them.”
The Snoezelen Room is a non-directive therapy, controlled
by the resident, not the care giver. It can be staged to
provide a multi-sensory experience or a single sensory

Ms Ada Ruhm taps her toes in the Masonic Care Community’s Snoezelen
room.
focus, simply by adapting the lighting, atmosphere, sounds,
ERHXI\XYVIWXSXLIWTIGM½GRIIHWSJXLIMRHMZMHYEP8LIVI
is no formal focus on therapeutic outcomes. The focus is to
assist users to gain the maxim pleasure from the experience.
Another advantage of the Snoezelen Room; it does not rely
on verbal communication and may provide stimulation to
WIRMSVW[LSQMKLXFIHMJ½GYPXXSVIEGLERHLEZIRSXFIIR
able to express themselves through other methods.
The Masonic Care Community has been caring for people
since 1893 and
is proud to offer
Snoezelen Room as
an alternative therapy.
For more information
go to: www.mccny.
com. 
Huge bubble tubes and
fiber optics are all a part
of the new Snoezelen
room at the Masonic Care
Community.

Lighting and color effects are used to stimulate people with autism
and other developmental disabilities such as dememtia or even a brain
injury.

“

“You’ve gotta dance like
there’s nobody watching,
Love like you’ll never be hurt,
Sing like there’s nobody
listening,
And live like it’s
heaven on earth.”
~William W. Purkey

Overlook Mansion Yuletide Dinner continued from page 42
Michael was quoted in a recent press release “We are
pleased to be showcasing local farms for our inaugural
event, and look forward to doing many more events
with the community in the future.” And so it’s safe to say
these two have every intention of sticking around for the
Yuletide’s to come, and have a free and wide range of gifts
to offer our community as well as the gorgeous center
piece of this city that is the Overlook Mansion. What better
way to extend our appreciation to our new friends in the
GSQQYRMX]XLERXSEXXIRHXLMWSRISJEOMRHERH½VWXSJMXW
kind in the area, Yuletide dinner. To start this holiday season
off right, meaning a full belly and a warm heart, reserve
your place at the table today and purchase tickets online
at http://overlook.brownpapertickets.com or contact Event
Coordinator, Jessica Pettengill, at 315-868-8304 or Events@
Overlookmansion.com. 
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Utica Comets improving the city’s economy
by Daniel Baldwin

Holiday Inn Express and it’s
scheduled to open later in
the fall.

Another Utica Comets
hockey season is underway.
Comets’ players are back
out on the ice to battle
upcoming opponents.
Comets fans are going back
to the Utica Aud., the Utica
Comets’ home arena, to
watch and support their
home team, and restaurants
around the Aud. are packed
with hockey fans once again.
The Utica hockey team
had a phenomenal ride last
season. They won the AHL,
American Hockey League,
Western Conference and
had the chance to play in
the Calder Cup Final. The
team fell shy of winning
the cup, but fans were still
proud of the team’s effort
throughout the season.
In the past two seasons, the
Comets have transformed
from an average team to
championship contending
AHL hockey team. The
same is said for the city of
Utica. The city’s businesses
were struggling before the
development of this team.
There were many vacant
buildings in downtown Utica,
and businesses around the
area were shutting down.
The Utica Auditorium was

Hotel Utica has been a
downtown landmark for
many years, but hockey fans
never came here before the
creation of this team. Jessica
Shumway, sales director for
this hotel, said that these
types of fans are now staying
at this hotel.

The Comets caused a total of 26 sellouts at the Utica Auditorium during the 2014-15 season. Enjoying a face
lift, the Utica Aud LED panels are almost completed in this shot and are now up and running!
born in the summer of
2013, the city’s businesses
boomed. Utica’s downtown
area wasn’t that abandoned
or quiet any more. Many
local restaurants and
businesses purchased the
abandoned downtown
buildings and opened its
doors.
Tony’s AUDelicious Sports
Bar, which is located right
behind the Utica Aud., was
SRISJXLI½VWXVIWXEYVERXW
to come to downtown Utica
following the Comets. The
sports bar opened during
XLI9XMGE'SQIX´W½VWX%,0
season in March, 2014.
Then came Utica Bread,

with the amount of hockey
fans that come before,
during, and after every Utica
Comets game.
“You can always tell
people who are going to
the games and coming from
the games,” Pezzolanella
said. “We typically see
people, fans, before and
after the games. I think
that the economy has
been improving in Utica.
-GERHI½RMXIP]WE]XLEX
the Comets have had a
very positive effect on the
economy here. Whether
or not they’re the driving
force, I cannot say that, but
I think they’re helping the
economy.”
The Utica Comets players
themselves are also visiting
these local restaurants.
Beverly Esche is the owner
of the American-Italian
eatery Aqua Vino, and she
said that her restaurant
is the one place where
Comets’ players come down
to eat, drink, and talk to fans.
“We did have Comet
players today (Oct. 30),”
Esche said. “We also get
a lot of Comets fans, and
when they know that the
players are here they come
down even more.”

Ocean Blue is just one of the local businesses who feels the economic
implact of the Comets’ arrival to town.
more of an entertainment
arena and less of a sports
stadium. It has hosted every
Utica College Pioneers
men’s hockey game, but all
other events at the Aud.
were mainly driven on music
and amusement.
“Utica has been down for
the last couple of decades,”
Utica resident and Comets
fan Bryan Ingalls said.
When this AHL team was

a bakery on Genesee St.
that opened last July, and
Ocean Blue, a seafood
VIWXEYVERXSRXLIXST¾SSV
of the Landmarc Building
in downtown Utica, that
opened on Oct. 1, 2015.
Ocean Blue has been in
the Utica area for only a
few weeks, but the owner
of the restaurant, Francis
Pezzolanella, said that its
business is already increasing

where we are going to
have a happy hour pregame party here, and we’re
also going to be offering
complementary rides down
at the Aud. and back.”
The city of Utica also
experienced a growth in
hotels. One mile away
from the Aud. is a Holiday
Inn Express that opened
in 2012, one year prior to
the creation of the Utica
Comets. Another hotel
*EMV½IPH-RR MWEPWSFIMRK
built right next to the

“We have seen more
hockey fans come in,” she
said. “They’ll stay with us
because we’re conveniently
located just two blocks away
from the Aud. You can stay
here and just walk over
instead of trying to go over
XLIVIERH½RHTEVOMRK;I
have our restaurant here, so
they can come down and
eat dinner and hang out at
the bar before and after the
game.”
The arena itself received
the biggest economic
FIRI½XJVSQXLIIGSRSQMG
growth around the Utica
Aud. Tickets were sold out
FIJSVIXLIWXEVXSJXLI½VWX
ever Comets home game at
the Aud. in October of 2013.
It is not the only time that

the Aud. has faced a sellout
crowd during Comets
games. According to the
team’s website, Uticacomets.
com, the arena had a total of
26 sellouts during the 201415 Comets season.
Suites were already
built inside the stadium
before the Comets’ 201415 season, and today
construction workers are
almost done putting new
LED panels around the
arena’s exterior.
With the new restaurants
and businesses coming to
downtown Utica, the new
renovations at the Aud., and
the Utica Comets, many
local residents said that
the city could be in for a
brighter future thanks to
these resources.
“We’re getting back to the
old days,” Utica resident
Joe Decola said, “when
everybody came downtown
because there were a lot
of stores here. Now we
might be like a big city and
compete with Syracuse. The
Comets have re-energized
the city.” 

28 W. Main Street
2nd Floor
Mohawk, NY 13407

www.accentbrokerage.com
Rebecca Smith - R.E. Broker
Kelly Jackson - R.E. Salesperson
James Caiola - R.E. Salesperson

Brenda Parker - R.E. Salesperson
Lorene Prenderville - R.E. Salesperson
Erin Dibble - R.E. Salesperson

Phone: 315-219-5990 Fax: 315-219-5991
11725 State Route 365
Hinckley – Enjoy the
beautiful views of
Hinckley Reservoir
while sitting on your
deck. Adorable 2
BR, 1 bath home w
eat-in kitchen, DR &
LR. 2 car attached garage. This is a must see if you are
looking for a getaway or a great place to live!

Tiny’s Grill has been a
downtown Utica destination
since the 1930s, according
to the restaurant’s owner
Joanne Gerace. Gerace
said this grill has a strong
economic connection with
the Utica Comets, and it has
shown the most support to
the team’s fans.

599 John St, Little Falls

“We’ve always been a big
sponsor of a lot of events
at the auditorium and the
Comets especially,” she said.
“We run food and drink
specials before and after the
games. We have nice happy
hours before the games.
We’re now going to be
doing a Saturday promotion

18 W Clark St, Ilion

26-28 Hancock St, Little Falls
Two family home
w great big
apartments and
good
rents.
Tenants pay heat
and electric and
owner
pays
water. Plus parking and a yard!

179 Church St, Little Falls

6 units plus storage. All
Don’t wait – great 2
apartments are one bedfamily home. Live in
room and one bath.
one and rent the other
Landlord pays utilities.
or use strictly for
Plenty of parking, 2 driveinvestment.
These
ways. Make an investment
apartments are 2BRs
in this property today.
each w LR, DR, &
Great price so give us a kitchen. Tenants pay electric and heat. Detached garage,
call!
parking and a yard. Come take a look!

OPEN HOUSES

Saturday December 5th
Now a better buy!!
925 Steuben Hill Rd, Herkimer
Looking to start 10:00 to 11:00am
601 Gray St, Herkimer
your new business
314 Moore Ave, Herkimer
venture or expand
your existing one? 11:30am to 12:30pm 2 2nd Ave, Ilion
142 Prospect Ave, Ilion
Then make sure you
209 W Main St, Ilion
check out this commercial property w 1:00 to 2:00pm
334 3rd Ave, Frankfort
great visibility in the Village of Ilion. Detached garage
8 Columbia Circle, Mohawk
great for storage and a circular driveway.
37 Woodside Ave, Little Falls
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Donate a vehicle or other large goods to charity
Charitable organizations accept all types of donations, from
cash to appliances to clothes. Donating such items can put
them into the hands of people who need them, and many
charities sell noncash donations in an effort to fund their
programs and other services.

In order to facilitate the process of donating larger items,
many charities will pick up any items donors cannot bring
in on their own. Many organizations even advertise when a
van or truck will be in given neighborhoods to collect items,
making the donation process that much easier for donors.
When donating a car, truck, motorcycle, or boat, donors
may need to go to greater lengths than they would if they
[IVIHSREXMRKGPSXLIWSVSXLIVPIWWWMKRM½GERXMXIQW8MXPIW
will need to be transferred over to the charity, and ideally
the vehicle should be formally retitled in the charity’s name.
Organizations like the American Cancer Society require
that the title be sent to a processing center, and only upon
receiving the title will the organization pick up the vehicle.
2SRTVS½XSVKERM^EXMSRWX]TMGEPP]TVSHYGIHSREXMSRVIGIMTXW
EWGSR½VQEXMSRSJXLITMGOYTERHXLIWIVIGIMTXWQE]MRclude an approximation of the donated vehicle’s value. Keep
XLIWIVIGIMTXWWS]SYGERGPEMQXE\HIHYGXMSRW[LIR½PMRK
returns in April. It’s also a
good idea to keep a detailed
inventory of any items you
donated. Include photos of
the items and their respective values so you can back
up your income tax return
claims in the event of an audit. It is best to consult with
your tax preparer and/or
the charity you’re working
with to determine the value
of donated items.
Comply with the rules the
charity sets forth regarding
item pickup. Label boxes
or bags accordingly, and let
the organization know if
you’re donating any especially heavy items so they
can arrange for enough staff
members to pick the items
YT8LIWISVKERM^EXMSRW
often rely on volunteers to
do pickups, so you want to
make the process as easy
as possible. Be sure to leave
items outside your door by
XLIWTIGM½IHTMGOYTXMQI
Many charitable groups
accept donations of vehicles
and large household items.
Making such donations
can be more complicated,
but these items may go to
needy individuals or be sold
to fund other projects, making the process well worth
any extra effort donors
might have to put forth. 
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Transporting holiday gifts
Items that will be shipped
internationally should
include a detailed description as well as the value
of the package. Presents
under a certain value may
FIHYX]JVIISVXE\I\IQTX
Check with customs to get
a better idea of the shipping
regulations.
Plane ride
Learn how to
pack or ship
gifts safely
to minimize
inconveniences
and ensure they
arrive on time.
As families spread out
across the country and
even across the globe,
the holidays can become
EPMXXPIQSVIHMJ½GYPXXS
navigate. According to AAA,
a federation of motor clubs
throughout the United
States, roughly 90 million
Americans will travel 50
miles or more for year-end
holidays.
Families that are spread out
must decide where to spend
the holidays together. But in
some cases, families can’t all
be together, so celebrations
must be handled remotely
and gifts shipped to waiting
recipients.
Shopping for gifts may
have taken some time, but
RS[]SY[MPPLEZIXS½KYVI
out how to get those gifts
where they need to go. The
following are some pointers
for holiday celebrants who
EVIHVMZMRK¾]MRKXEOMRKE
bus, or shipping gifts.
Shipping dates
If the goal is to purchase
and ship gifts near and
far, starting early has its
advantages. Thousands
upon thousands of cards
and packages are shipped
each day during the holiday
season. In 2013, shipping
giant UPS projected 132
million deliveries during the
last week before Christmas,
ERHEGXYEP½KYVIWI\GIIHIH
XLSWII\TIGXEXMSRW
Many shipping services will
get packages to recipients
on time, but customers can
help them along by sending
them several weeks before
the holidays. Shipping later
in the season may incur
additional fees for priority shipping. Always check
sellers’ “purchase by” dates
to ensure items will arrive
on time.

Now...

%MVPMRIWLEZIWTIGM½G
regulations in place regarding which items can
and cannot be brought on
planes, at least inside of the
cabin. Thanks to increased
security measures, restrictions are greater than they

U-PULL-IT
PARTS

Cash Paid for Scrap Metal $$
$
U-PULL HOURS:
SCALE HOURS:
Mon.- Fri. 8 to 5
Sat. 8 to 4

Mon.- Fri. 8 to 4
Sat. 8 to 11:30

RUBICON RECYCLING
7895 Tannery Rd., Rome, NY
DMV#7115034

315-337-2233

once were. Transportation
Security Administration
SJ½GIVWQE]LEZIXSMRWTIGX
items for safety purposes. It
may be better to leave gifts
unwrapped and then wrap
XLIQEJXIVXLI¾MKLXXSEZSMH
hassles during the screening
process. Liquids, including
foods, may need to be put
in a checked bag if they
I\GIIHSYRGIW'SRWMHer shipping delicate items
ahead of time if you are
concerned about breakage.

Packing the car
If a holiday road trip is in
your future, space constraints may require you
to be a little creative when
packing the car. Shop for
smaller gifts, including gift
cards, which are easier
to transport. Heed safety
precautions and do not
obscure driver visibility in
the car by stacking presents
XSSLMKL%PWSWIGYVIFS\IW
and packages in the car so
they do not slide or move

around. Anything that is
not secured can become
airborne in the event of a
collision, increasing the risk
for injury. Items placed on
roof racks should be tightly
secured so they don’t fall off
and present a hazard.
Those who will be traveling
for the holidays should plan
how to transport any gifts
they will be bringing along
long before the day comes
to hit the road. 
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ANSWERS
“It is only through labor and
painful effort, by grim energy
and resolute courage, that we
move on to better things.”

— Theodore Roosevelt
Theodore Roosevelt, former President
of the United States.
Photo by Pach Brothers, Jan. 1 1915
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Safe school carpooling
Students have a few
different options to get to
and from school. In areas
where school bus service
is provided, children have
an easy way to get to class
each day.
Busy parents frequently ban
together to form carpooling
teams to ensure students
get to school on time.
Carpooling is eco-friendly,
convenient and can foster stronger relationships
between students and the
parents of those students.
Sharing rides also can be fun
for kids and motivate them
to get out the door so they
can see their friends.
Safety should be a priority
for carpoolers, and drivers
can take the following steps
to ensure kids get to school
safely.
• Know the laws regarding
safety seats as they pertain
to age, weight and height.
• Each child will need to
ride in a seat that is appropriate and shortcuts should
not be taken. If there isn’t
room in the vehicle to sit
all children comfortably
and in the proper restraint,
then you must reduce the

number of passengers in
your vehicle.
• Children should ride in
the backseat of the vehicle
as a priority. Many kids can
be safely moved to the front
seat around age 13.
• Instruct children to re-

main in their seats until the
car has come to a complete
stop. Only then should they
remove their seatbelts.
• Make sure students enter
and exit the vehicle on the
curb side instead of on the
street side.

• Instruct passengers to
keep their hands and heads
inside of the vehicle. If necessary, engage child locks on
doors and windows.
• Do not leave a child
alone at an empty home in
the afternoon. Wait until you

(PICK UP AVAILABLE)

WE PAY
YOU $$$

CALL 315-794-5498

see a child go inside his or
her home before you drive
away.
• Keep the radio low and
minimize distractions while

driving others.
Carpooling is a great way
for parents to share the
responsibility of getting kids
to and from school. 
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